


The Secret Power Of Stickers… Exposed

Because people are becoming less influenced by traditional advertising that
interrupts them, marketing is shifting to a more permission and connection
based model. There is nothing more effective and influential than word of
mouth marketing and endorsements from trusted sources.

Studies show that 90% of word of mouth marketing is taking place off-line. So,
what are the best tools to help strengthen relationships and encourage those
conversations? There is no doubt promotional stickers can be a powerful force
in this quest. Long before there was Facebook, Twitter, and the hundreds of
other social media options – people were liking, tagging, pinning, posting and
starting conversations off-line with stickers.

Though there is limited data and, till now, little written about this overlooked
marketing medium, Jeff Nicholson pulls back the curtain in his book and shows
how every business and organization can take advantage of stickers in their
marketing strategies. Stickers may very well be one of the best marketing
values available and it’s time to reveal the secrets and tips that allow you to
use this medium to its maximum effect.
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Chapter 1

Why Stickers

"Stickers are the most effective promotional tool possible for the price."

– Shepard Fairey



Why A Book On Promotional Stickers?

Why would I take on a project like writing a book, let alone a book about
promotional stickers? Well, because the marketing power of stickers is
overlooked and underestimated and it’s time to change that. Stickers are one of
the least understood, most underutilized, yet most costeffective marketing tools.
I will show you exactly how to put this guerrilla marketing weapon to work for
you.

Stickers are already being used as a powerful tool for thousands of companies
in many different industries. How powerful can stickers be? Have they tipped
political races? Yes. Have they helped build large corporations? Yes. Have
they been key in the survival and growth of small businesses? Yes. Has anyone
gotten rich with a good sticker idea? Yes. Have stickers saved lives? Well,
yes. So, why haven’t you heard more about them and why isn’t there a chapter
on promo stickers in every marketing book worth it’s salt? Good question –
and one of the reasons I was compelled to write this book.

Stickers not only promote businesses and products, but ideas, art, people and
culture. Stickers also, unlike other marketing tools, reveal much about the
people that display them. Stickers are badges of support and badges of culture.
But, I’ll touch on that a bit more as we dive in deeper. For now, just understand
that promotional stickers are not like any other marketing medium – they need
their own analysis, their own plans, their own design techniques… and their
own book.

This book is filled with hidden gems and ideas that can help transform your
business? For example, 90% of word-ofmouth conversations happen off-line,
not on social media channels. Do your fans and best customers have an easy
way to show their support for your organization and encourage word-of-mouth



marketing off-line? Have you branded every product and every bit of real
estate you control or have access to? This book will help stimulate ideas and
maximize the effectiveness of a sticker campaign that starts conversations,
strengthens customer relations and helps grow your organization.

If you are one of those people who believe stickers are just for kids, just
another cheap promo product giveaway, or only used by youth-targeting action
sports companies, I say to you, “stick this”.

Why Me?

I’ve wanted to write an informative and useful book about the power of
promotional stickers for several years. As founder of Freely Creative, Inc. and
Websticker.com I’ve been in the sticker business for over 20 years – designing,
brainstorming ideas, visiting factories and helping people use stickers to build
identity and promote their businesses, products, art and ideas. Like stickers
themselves, I want this book to be straightforward, fun, spur ideas, start
conversations, and most importantly, produce results.

I could have also called this book Confessions of a Sticker Maniac. I love
stickers - but perhaps not in the sense that you might expect. My car is not
covered with stickers and I have never collected stickers. What excites me
about stickers is their potential as a guerrilla marketing tool. Hopefully, I can
share a bit of that sticker excitement and their potential through the examples
and tips to follow.

I often say, “an idea worth spreading is a sticker worth making.” But, of
course, there is a bit more to it than that. The design and distribution methods
are instrumental in whether the sticker is spread, seen, or starts conversations
at all. In this busy world, many messages may be worth spreading but that



certainly doesn’t mean they will be. We’ll talk about marketing, design and
distribution extensively in this book.

It would be easy for this book to be boring and filled with data and charts…
actually no, it would be difficult to fill with data and charts because there isn’t
much of that available. But boring? Yes, it could be boring (I’ve certainly done
it before in some of my special reports and blog posts) so I’ll try to keep it fun
and loose with stories, insightful interviews, examples of effective sticker
uses, a bit of history, and my own thoughts on small business marketing.

In this book I will introduce you to some marketing ideas you probably haven’t
considered before. Like Badgers – the fans and devoted customers who will be
doing your marketing for free. And, the number one factor in a successful
sticker promotion – real estate. The main aim of this book is getting you more
of both; Badgers and real estate = exposure and influence.

Let Me Clarify What I Mean By “Promotional Stickers”

The term “stickers” commonly encompasses many types of labels and decals.
You could also throw magnets into the mix as they are another way to stick
graphics, messages and promotions in front of people, just without the use of
adhesives.

My main focus will be on stickers used for outdoor promotion. Marketing, at
its core is about human interactions and encouraging action over an extended
period of time. So, when it comes to marketing with stickers I will focus on
stickers that promote action and re-action over the longest period possible.
Think bumper stickers, not mailing labels. Think branding, not a “caution”
sign.



Sticky Business

This book is about better utilizing a low cost marketing tool (that happens to
stick) and thereby increasing the stickiness of all your marketing efforts.

Sticking something, somewhere, has traditionally been viewed as a bad thing
(especially if it’s “where the sun doesn’t shine”). But, the act of sticking
something (and having it stay stuck) where the sun does shine – where many,
many people can see it and react to it, is very powerful when done correctly.
And that is the purpose of my musings here. How do we create stickers that get
more exposure and can influence more people?

The word “sticky” has entered the lexicon of marketing terms. Stickiness can
refer to how long someone spends at a website. Advertising can also be sticky.
Ideas can be sticky. But, marketing doesn’t stick when it’s a cheap, in your face
sales pitch, it sticks when it’s personal and believable. When trust is built and
relationships are strengthened people (clients, customers, followers) will stick
– in other words, be loyal and spend more time with you.

Promotional stickers are the ultimate sticky marketing tool. Or, I should say,
they should be the ultimate sticky marketing tool instead of a throwaway,
annoying, graffiti and a waste of vinyl, ink and money. Though all stickers are
literally “sticky”, the goal of this book is to make sure it’s the people that do
the sticking around – because all good marketing these days is about building
those honest relationships.

The Difficulty In Categorizing Promotional Stickers

In Word Of Mouth Marketing by Andy Sernovitz, Andy talks about orphan
marketing programs. Marketing techniques that often share a goal of getting



people talking but don’t fit neatly into traditional categories like advertising or
direct mail. When we really get down to the heart and purpose of marketing,
word of mouth, devoted people talking and spreading the word is the key.
Promotional stickers are an orphan marketing tool in an orphan marketing
category – they can be used in many different ways for many different goals.

This is why stickers are seldom mentioned even in books about word of mouth
marketing, promotional products, or guerrilla marketing – they just don’t slide
conveniently into an easy description of ‘this is what they are’, ‘this is what
they do’ and ‘here are the results to prove it’. It is really necessary to know
yourself, know your market and get creative to unlock the power of effective
sticker marketing… or, most marketing techniques for that matter.

Are stickers a promotional product (ad specialties or swag)? Sometimes. Are
promotional stickers outdoor advertising? Sometimes. Stickers are signs,
window displays, trade show handouts, billboards, gifts, word-of-mouth
marketing, social media, business cards, postcards, branding, referrals, retail
items, collectibles, labels, and graffiti. We’ll review some of these uses and
try to pin point the best potential use for your specific business goals. The
important thing to remember is that with proper planning, design and
implementation this low-cost marketing tool can work in a number of
capacities to promote and grow your business.

It’s Not All About Outdoor Promotions and It’s Not All About
Profit

There are many types of labels, decals, magnets and stickers – It goes beyond
just “bumper stickers”. Though bumper and car stickers are often the most
visible and discussed sticker option, there are many short term or indoor
labels, not seen by the masses on the road that can be very effective. We’ll



discuss it further when I talk about real estate, but some stickers are meant to
be worn on clothing at trade shows, deliver information on a furnace in some
dark basement, be product labeling, be a fun handout to kids, or be
straightforward signage. Just let go of any preconceived notion of what a
promotional sticker is, as we explore their potential uses and value.

I used the term “grow sales” in the sub title of the book, which may be a
misnomer as there certainly are plenty of ideas, art, images, causes,
organizations, political candidates, etc. that can be “promoted” without a
financial motive. As an example, let’s jump right into our first case study…



Interview: Leigh Hurst, Feel Your Boobies

The Feel Your Boobies Foundation (a 501c3 non-profit organization)
http://www.feelyourboobies.com gives away thousands of free stickers as part
of its ‘reminder campaign’ to encourage breast awareness amongst young
women. They have been spreading their message with stickers since 2004 and
according to founder Leigh Hurst, “stickers are a great way to start a playful
conversation about an important topic.” Many of the stickers have directly
resulted in early detection of breast cancer and have saved lives.

Nicole, age 28 from Atlanta Georgia, shared her story on their website;

“I went to pick up my friend Kate and she saw the Feel Your Boobies stickers
on the back of my car. She thought they were funny but said she would do a
self-exam when she got home later that day. Kate called me two days later,
crying, and said she found a lump and had it confirmed on a mammogram.
She was only 27 and we were both scared. We have been friends since we
were kids and I couldn’t stand the thought of not having her in my life. The
biopsy showed that she had stage-two breast cancer and that in another two
months it may have been too late. She is now on her final round of chemo
and doing great! All because of my Boobies sticker - Kate has a second
chance.”

http://www.feelyourboobies.com


I followed up with Leigh to ask a few more questions and find out more about
her success in getting her message out with stickers…

Jeff: How do you get your promotional sticker into people’s hands?

Leigh: We use stickers in all kinds of ways. When attending physical events,
we have small stickers that we give out to people to wear on their shirts. These
stickers are a great way to open up a conversation with people who walk up to
our table at vendor events and they spread our message as those who wear
them walk about the event. We also have given away free stickers through
social media to drive traffic to our website and to encourage people to vote for
us in social media contests that help us win funding for our campaign.

One of the key programs we fund right now is a college outreach program
where we provide a free educational kit to college health centers for use in
breast health programming on campus. These kits include free stickers, as
many of the health center directors have provided testimonials about how
effective these stickers are at engaging young women in a dialogue about breast
health. And what's even better.... the stickers live on wherever they end up
being displayed... so even more young women are reminded to "feel their
boobies.”

Jeff: Your name, artwork and over all campaign is a bit unconventional and
provocative. How does this lend itself to an effective campaign and the
spreading of your message?

Leigh: The guiding principle of our campaign is "a friendly reminder when
you least expect it", so all of the outreach methods we choose are meant to put
our message in a place where you wouldn’t necessarily expect to be reminded
to feel your boobies.



We focus on a proactive message that goes beyond just a pink ribbon or a
tongue in cheek slogan. Many of those approaches tend to be passive in nature,
in that awareness alone does not change behavior. Our sole goal is to put our
"feel your boobies" reminder in front of young women, in an effort to get them
to be more proactive with their breast health. When a friend gives you a
sticker, texts a photo of our "boobies bus,” or shares a graphic on Facebook --
they are doing the reminding (therefore it's friendly), which is much different
than the more clinical/medical reminders young women often receive at their
annual exams or from authority figures. It's provocative, proactive, and it's
working... as evidenced by the testimonials we have received.

We see our stickers and magnets all over the country. Our followers often post
on Facebook photos of stickers they have seen and it's great to see the message
spread in this way. When someone is moved to want to take a photo and share
it, we have motivated them to pay attention, at some level, to the message. Our
car magnets are, hands down, the most popular item we sell in our store, and
the purchase usually comes after someone has seen the magnet on a car
somewhere. Yes, our magnets and stickers have literally saved lives.

Jeff: Do you think you get more marketing value out of the giving and selling
of the stickers, or more in the impressions and conversations that take place
once displayed out in the world?

Leigh: That's a tough one. Since we don't do many physical events, I would
have to say that the value of our stickers lies in the life it takes on after being
applied somewhere. I believe the message works even if a dialogue isn't a part
of the interaction. Simply seeing this message is a reminder of a habit that can
save your life. Our slogan says exactly what we want people to do... so the
more people that see it, the more likely, we believe, they are to "take matters
into their own hands.”



Jeff: How would you rate the overall value of using promotional stickers in
your marketing mix?

Leigh: In terms of revenue, I don't think we see as much of a return on stickers
because people perceive them to be more of a giveaway. Having said that,
stickers are a major part of our campaign and because they are inexpensive,
we can give them away for free much more affordably and make much more of
an impression than any other items like t-shirts, etc. I would always choose
budgeting more money to give away more free stickers over paying for
advertising any day.

Jeff: Any final thoughts or advice on using promotional stickers?

Leigh: I don't think I initially expected the stickers to be so good at starting
conversations with people. When out at events they really help to break the ice
when people wander over to our table to find out what we're about. It's a
lighthearted way to say hello and to provide them with an important reminder
that also has our brand and URL on it. Even if that is as far as the dialogue
goes, we have done our job.

My biggest piece of advice related to the use of stickers in spreading a
message is to keep the design & messaging simple. If it takes too long to
decode what the sticker says, you have lost a great opportunity to put your
brand or message in front of someone.

The Take Away:

Leigh touched on a few points we will explore a bit deeper in this book.



Effective stickers are meant to be fun, artistic and thought provoking – that’s
how you grab attention, start conversations and build identity for a product,
business or campaign. Some other key points:

• Promotional stickers can travel to unexpected locations, starting
conversations wherever they go.

• Stickers don’t necessarily need to be applied somewhere to start
conversations. And, conversations aren’t necessarily needed for stickers
to make an actionable impression.

• Don’t forget car magnets, another form of “sticker” (without adhesive).
They can have a higher perceived value and stronger attraction to certain
demographics. They may not necessarily be used as a freebie, but if they
can be sold as product and still effectively spread a message – that’s
gold! And, all the more essential for your marketing tool box.

• Keep designs and messages simple. And, when possible make messages
proactive as opposed to passive.

• The Feel Your Boobies Campaign is a perfect example of the power a
simple sticker can have. They are raising awareness and saving lives!



Chapter 2

Sticker History

“The bumper sticker became a form of folk advertising, allowing anyone
who owns a car to send out a slogan or message to anyone who happens to

read it.”

- Richard Levine



A Brief History Of Stickers

Humans have always wanted to express themselves and leave their mark.
Before modern technology made it easier to mass-produce that mark or
expression, cave men were drawing on cave walls, Ancient Egyptians in
pyramids and Romans on buildings they conquered.

The first true “promotional stickers” appeared in the 1800’s. Adhesive (or
glues) came into use on wheat paste posters used as propaganda and
advertising for nightclubs and circuses. At the same time in the later part of the
19th century colorful labels were printed (lithography) with a gum backing and
used in Europe to help sell products.

Another early “sticker” style, Decalcomania, was invented in the 1700’s and
came to the United States in the mid 1800’s. It was primarily a decorative
technique used more commonly for transferring images onto pottery or other
surfaces. These early decals utilized a water activated adhesive (not self
sticking) and thus are also referred to as transfer or water slide-on
decalcomania. In the 1900’s these decals (as they came to be known) began to
be used in promotional capacities.

The first self-sticking paper labels (removable liner over adhesive) were
developed in the 1930’s by entrepreneur R. Stanton Avery. In 1935 he founded
Kum Kleen Products, which, six name changes and one merger later, is now the
Avery Dennison Corporation, a major global manufacturer and distributor of
self-adhesive label material.

Moving The Promotion Outdoors

Before outdoor bumper stickers, there were bumper signs – printed cardboard



with holes in the corners, which could be tied to a car bumper with wire or
string. These were not “weather proof” nor very convenient.

Water activated paper decals were also used for promotional purposes on
cars. They were used on the inside of windows but did not work well on
bumpers or locations exposed to the weather. Attempts were made on both the
bumper signs and decalcomanias to better weatherize with varnishes, shellac
or wax but never with great success.

Forest Gill is most often credited with inventing the first car bumper stickers,
initially called bumper strips. In the 1940’s he combined bright Day Glo inks
and adhesive paper labels (that were being used on big cases of canvas goods)
to create the first self sticking bumper sticker. The paper stickers had a strong
adhesive and after getting rained on a few times would crinkle up and become
a mess on the bumper.

The early paper bumper stickers were printed by hand in the late 1940’s and
early 50’s. The screen printing process was automated by the invention of the
General Press by James Black. General Formulations was founded in 1953
which sold the high speed cylinder screen printing press. In the 60’s these
General presses became the standard for automatically screen printing various
products including stickers and decals.

Though much attention has been paid to bumper stickers (bumper strips) and
their “invention”, in terms of durability there were other self sticking
promotional stickers that utilized more durable, long lasting materials. A look
at an early Gill Studios (the company founded by Forrest Gill) catalog in 1957
listed “paper bumper strips” and “gummed paper window stickers”. But, also
included in that catalog were Gill-Cals which were “car dealer and industrial
emblems” printed on chrome mylar or Scotchlite™, and “Truck Signs” screen
printed on pressure sensitive vinyl. The Gill Catalogue, one year later, in



1958, included “Vinyl Custom Emblems” available in custom sizes. These
could also be die cut into custom shapes. So, “promotional stickers” for long
term outdoor use were being produced and made available in the early 1950’s.

Early Bumper Sticker Promotions

Early users of bumper stickers were mostly resort attractions like Marine
Gardens in Florida, Rock City in Tennessee and 7 Falls in Colorado. Early
distribution methods would be extremely frowned upon today – while people
visited the attractions, resort staff would run out and apply the stickers to the
cars in the parking lot. This was a wide spread practice at the time. No
permission based marketing here, just a very short term paper promo that
would leave a mess on a customer’s car.

Oddly, the people getting stuck up did not seem to mind. In a 1952 article in the
New York Times an attraction owner stated, “The average motorist is very
souvenir-minded. When he leaves [a tourist attraction] we have achieved a
mutual sense of satisfaction - He has his bumper sign and we have one more
‘traveling salesman’”(1). In that same article it was sighted that resort
attraction attendants reported over 90% of visitors were happy to sport the
bumper stickers on their cars.

As the novelty wore off, that percentage would plummet and eventually lead to
the exclusive use of vinyls instead of paper and the development of removable
adhesives in the 60’s.

Political campaigning and promotion became another popular use of bumper
stickers in the early 1950’s. The election between Dwight D. Eisenhower and
Adlai Stevenson is often sighted as the first time bumper stickers were widely
used in a presidential campaign. In the late 60’s Gill Studios went through a



major factory expansion triggered by an order to produce over 20 million
bumper stickers for the George Wallace For President Campaign.

Besides political campaigns, other early adopters of sticker marketing were
radio and television stations and public safety initiatives.



STP Oval Stickers Everywhere

The STP motor oil company was also an early adapter and innovator with the
use of promotional stickers. Stickers were an integral part of STP’s marketing
efforts. The oval stickers bearing the STP logo were one of the strongest all-
out sticker campaigns of all time, along with car racing sponsorships the
stickers literally helped build the brand.

STP stickers were also one of my first early encounters with stickers. In the
early 70’s I didn’t really care about brands or advertising, but being able to get
free stickers I could plaster all over my bike was pretty cool. I distinctly
remember riding my bike over to a gas station a couple miles from my house
and asking for a sticker (the word was out). The station gave me a pile of them,
which ended up covering my bike and perhaps some other surfaces that my
parents didn’t appreciate.

I was not a customer of STP. I didn’t know or care anything about their
products. And I was in no position to buy or use motor oil. But they gladly
spread logo stickers to anyone that wanted one. I’m sure my parents (and many
other parents) were affected by the STP logos they saw every day. And, when I
was old enough to drive and take care of my own car, what brand do you think
was foremost in my mind? Were there even other options for motor oil? None
that I knew of, and I’m sure I was not alone.

STP was founded in 1953, but it was in the early 1960’s with Andy Granatelli
as Spokesman and CEO that brand building really kicked in with the STP logo



placed everywhere possible; race cars, clothing, and of course, the all-
weather, screen printed stickers that could be placed almost anywhere else.
The rise of STP parallels the emergence of stickers as a long term marketing
tool. STP took every advantage of the technologies of the day and built a brand
through massive impressions and exposure. Granatelli knew that the STP
stickers and logo represented them – and cheap or shoddy was not an option.

STP was also at the forefront of sponsorships and using giant logo stickers on
cars they owned or sponsored. When Andy Granatelli moved on from STP and
bought Tuneup Masters he once again utilized the power of decal branding by
applying a TM sticker to every car serviced. It is difficult to find images of
these stickers today because those stickers were not given out freely or
collected, they were placed (by staff) on cars that came through for service -
supporting and strengthening the brand over the long term directly with
customers.

(1) Schwab, Armand, Jr. 1952. Bumpers tell tourist’s story. New York Times, June 15, X13.



Chapter 3

Effective Marketing

“Products and campaigns that stimulate conversation tend to be successful;
those that don’t tend to fail.”

- Ed Keller, Keller Fay Group



Win-Win Marketing – It’s Not Complicated

Before we delve further into the sticker world I think it’s important to take an
overall look at marketing in general and the importance of outlining a plan.
Thousands of books have been written about marketing and the many different
aspects of marketing. This book is also about marketing, but more specifically,
better utilizing one of many available marketing tools, stickers. New tools and
new techniques are being developed and tested all the time.

I think everyone in business can agree marketing has changed, is changing, and
will continue to change and evolve. But, at its core marketing is about forming
and maintaining relationships and encouraging conversations. I believe
effective marketing has three repeating stages.

I sometimes refer to this marketing philosophy as Group Hug Marketing but it
also has been called Win-Win Marketing. What ever you want to label it, at the
core of effective marketing is better communication and better relationships.
Ongoing sales are just a positive side effect, albeit a very important one for
business survival. So, what is marketing? It’s simple…

Step 1: Invite people in – let them know you’re there and what you’ve got that
fulfills a need (a need they may, or may not be aware they have). What’s
your story? Why are you special and unique - why should anyone care you
exist? This step is sometimes called “advertising”.

Step 2: Make them feel comfortable – build trust and help them any way you
can. Listen carefully and discover who they are and what they want.
Confirm to the customer that your story is authentic and your advertising
is true. Follow through on your promises and your mission to serve. This
step is sometimes called “customer service.”



Step 3: Send them happily on their way with more than they expected. This
is the win-win for everyone, the fulfillment of a contract, the building of
trust, the strengthening of community and relationships. The “more than
expected” certainly does not need to be a physical object, it could be just
giving them great information, offering a referral, or beginning a
friendship.

Step 4: Repeat…

Invite them back in – let them know that you’re still here, you’re taking care
of people just like them, you’re thinking of them, and tell them what’s new
and why you are still something special, unique and needed.

Make them more comfortable – remind them why they (should) like you,
trust you, and find you interesting by continuing to take care of them.
Share more of your story and find out more about their story.

Send them happily on their way, again, and more apt to spread the word
about you and/or your product. This is sometimes called word-of-mouth
marketing and is the holy grail of successful marketing.

Repeat Again…

This is how relationships are built and businesses grow and prosper. It may
sound overly simplistic but think for a moment how few businesses or groups
actually live up to this cycle of continually generating win-win relationships. Is
there more to it? Of course. There still needs to be unique “products”, and
budgets, and tools used to communicate and maintain the relationship.

Many businesses forget that of these three repeating stages, advertising
(inviting people in) is just one small slice of the pie. Advertising is the initial



invitation as well as the ongoing reminders of who you are and what you
currently offer. Marketing is everything else you do to keep visitors or
customers informed, involved, happy, coming back and spreading the word.

Repetition In Advertising

Most business people know that just doing one ad in the newspaper or on the
radio isn't going to help you much. It takes repetition to be recognized and for
your message to be noticed and sink in. In radio it might be 5-8 ads per day for
several weeks. In a newspaper it may be 6-20 times in a certain publication.

A problem is that ads and impressions cost money and can take a sizable
investment to discover whether your ad message is resonating with your
market. Many people hesitate in making the investment or bail out early
because they think it's "not working". In order to get the most out of your
investment, obviously you want to be prepared with a strategy and plan for a
strong and effective delivery, design and message.

As part of your overall marketing program, promotional stickers also need a
clear strategy and set goals. One major difference for stickers from other forms
of advertising and marketing is the costs of repetition. With stickers there’s a
low initial investment but no recurring fees for repeated exposure from the
display of a well-done promo sticker. The right message, layout, and plan can
pay off handsomely in word-of-mouth and free on-going marketing.

Stickers are like mini billboards building your identity and starting
conversations. A real roadside billboard would cost thousands of dollars per
month, but with proper preparation a promotional sticker can be the marketing
tool that keeps on giving. Just remember it is an investment. Don't go "cheap" -
it's more than just a fun sticker, it's a valuable marketing tool that represents



you (and the recipient).

Without proper planning you risk a sticker that ends up being ignored and in the
trash, or fading or falling off. Thus, not only missing the opportunity for
ongoing, effective long term marketing but reflecting badly on your brand and
image.

Take Action With A Simple Marketing Plan

Elaborate marketing plans can be daunting, and when things seem too complex
or intimidating many small businesses tend to either ignore or postpone putting
the necessary effort into moving forward strategically with their marketing
efforts. I refer to this as This-And-That Marketing, it’s what most businesses
do – “I’ll cover my bases and do a little of this and that and hope things
work out.” But, marketing doesn’t need to be complicated if you have a basic
outline or action plan and keep moving forward and adapting. Here’s a simple
exercise that will get you more focused and progressing with your marketing
efforts.

1) Take a sheet of paper and write down these three headings (with plenty of
room for lists underneath); Invite People In, Make Them Comfortable, and
Send Them Happily On Their Way. These are the three repeating stages of
Marketing discussed above.

2) Now (alone or with a group) brainstorm a list of 5-10 actions or ideas to
put under each heading. How do you currently invite people into your
business? What are some other ideas for advertising or actions you could
try or ways you could better entice someone to visit or contact you? Trade
shows, better signage, yellow pages, direct mailings, coupons, AdWords…
what haven’t you tried?



Make a similar list of actions and ideas under the other two category
headings of making people comfortable (free samples, helpful blog or
newsletter, better music, added services, etc.) and sending them on their
way happy and satisfied (excellent service, gift wrapping, customer
discount cards, bonus gift, sincere thanks, etc.).

Need ideas for action items? These days that’s as simple as a quick web
search. Search “small business advertising ideas”, “customer service
ideas”, or “marketing ideas” and there will be plenty of information and
sites to spur ideas.

3) Next, look through each list and circle three actions from each category to
improve, test or implement.

No, you’re not done yet – marketing is a process. Marketing is about
relationships and relationships will always be fluid and require ongoing
work and attention. Your list of nine action items (3 under each heading)
will need regular reviewing and updating every month, quarter or year. You
may find some things on the list have little value for the time and effort.
Some action items may remain if they are working, need repetition, or can
be improved on. You may also come up with new ideas to add to the list.
Don’t just make your list and forget about it, marketing requires constant
review, evaluation and fluid adjustments.

You may also want to create a second list more focused on repeat
customers. The three stages of marketing is cyclical in nature so you should
always be considering inviting people back in (newsletters, customer
appreciation day, social media posts and info, etc.) and reinforcing why
they like and trust you. Again, marketing is about relationships and that
work is never finished. Ultimately the grand prize is your customers
helping introduce you to new people, and in the process those new visitors



feel more comfortable due to the endorsements from friends.

One final note to remember as you create your lists and action plan - you
are unique. Businesses succeed because they do (or have) something better
or more remarkable than the other guys. So, don’t put action items on your
list just because everyone else is doing it. Newspaper ads, Facebook,
discount sales, blogging… do them because you know they work and you
are putting the necessary effort into making them work, not because
everyone else does it or someone says you should be doing it.

This exercise is about communicating what makes you unique, where you
should put your focus (at this moment), testing, improving and strengthening
relationships. In other words, it’s a basic marketing plan. Of course there
are budget, time and resource constraints that will come into play, but the
idea is to have a written outline and a to-do-list of what you are working on
and where you are heading.

And, because this book is about using promotional stickers as a marketing
tool don’t forget to add “promo stickers” to your list. In that regard step one
will be finishing this book and working on a micro marketing plan just for
stickers. Which step of the marketing cycle do stickers belong? Perhaps, as
is the case with all the strongest marketing tools at your disposal, you’ll
find they can be integrated effectively into more than one step of the
marketing process.

An outline for the implementation of your promotional sticker plan will
emerge as you move through the following chapters on distribution, design,
and examples from businesses using stickers effectively. Make note of any
and all thoughts and ideas. A combination of creativity and really knowing
your market will be essential in unlocking the power of this marketing
medium.



So, let’s start digging into the details of putting promotional stickers to
work for your business or organization.



Chapter 4

Sticker Distribution

“Eighty percent of success is showing up.”

– Woody Allen



Getting Your Message To The People

There are basically three core methods for getting stickers out making
impressions, starting conversations and profiting your organization. How you
define “profit” will be determined by the goal of your sticker campaign. You
may be seeking exposure, awareness, conversations, advertising, identity and
community building, or increased sales.

Let’s look quickly at a brief overview of these methods and then take a closer
look at the first, Place and Promote. I have elected to cover the remaining
distribution methods further into the book with their own comprehensive
chapters separated by other important marketing and design considerations.

The Three Sticker Distribution Methods

Place and Promote – Placing promotional stickers yourself in locations that
you own or control. The doors or sides of company vehicles or the
labeling of your products would be obvious examples. But, there are
many more. This distribution technique is about claiming real estate,
building brand awareness and staying connected with customers.

Pass and Play – This is the most common distribution method for promotional
stickers. Basically this is giving stickers to whoever will take one - at
trade shows, at your place of business, in the mail, at events, etc. The
hope, of course, is that the sticker will be displayed somewhere people
will see it and be influenced. But, regardless of whether the sticker is
displayed there is also power in the giving and impression made with the
individual recipient.

Prod and Profit – An often overlooked distribution method, but perhaps the



most powerful, is Prod and Profit. This distribution method involves
using incentives, contests or simply the power-of-asking to encourage the
display of promotional stickers in locations (on real estate) that are not
company owned or controlled.

There are, of course, some offshoots or combinations of these methods - like
selling stickers (or magnets) as products. Selling a sticker is essentially
“placing” stickers on a store shelf or on-line and selling them for profit. We
could perhaps call this Place, Profit and Promote. But, for the most part the
three methods above, or a combination thereof, are at the center of every
successful sticker marketing campaign. The idea is not to be limited to one
method or even one sticker. The ideal is a combination of all three distribution
methods along with an optimized message and design which maximizes
exposure, impressions, and word-of-mouth.

Let’s start with the most obvious method requiring the least amount of effort for
utilizing promotional stickers – Place and Promote.

Place And Promote Distribution - Claim Your Real Estate!

This distribution method is about directly claiming sticker displaying real
estate. Forget about fans and handouts, this is about where you can display and
enhance your identity. This is the low hanging fruit - the part of your sticker
campaign with the least risk and best value. It does not imply or encourage
running around and sticking your stickers anywhere possible – though this
street art technique has been used effectively (but we’ll touch on that later).
The goal with Place and Promote is to take advantage of the space you own or
control (even if it is just temporarily in the sales or service cycle) to brand or
stick your information or message in front of customers and prospects.



I know… you need examples. Think about address labels on boxes - having a
logo, slogan or list of services is a good idea, right? How about the signage for
your business on doors, buildings or along the road (most signs are comprised
of decal lettering or graphics)? Consider large logo decals on dumpsters for
trash companies or propane tanks for fuel companies. They own the equipment
so it might as well carry a mini billboard for them.

A plumber, electrician, computer repair, bike shop, ski shop… anyone
servicing or selling a product has the opportunity to leave their mark (sticker)
on the equipment being serviced or sold. Businesses may need to get creative
and stickers may need to be subtle, but remember it’s not just about
“advertising”, it’s also about being proud of your work and adding additional
service and value.

Car dealers are an excellent and universal example of Place and Promote.
They blend their logo sticker or decal onto the back of every car they sell.
They didn’t manufacture the car and soon won’t own the car, but they know to
tag (sticker) the car with their logo and location as the car passes through their
portion of the sales cycle. It would be unheard of not to.

That same car may later get serviced or repaired at a garage which will also
have the opportunity to add a helpful static oil change reminder decal inside
the car windshield or perhaps a subtle contact decal elsewhere.

Bands can (should) mark all of their equipment and cases, including the all
important bass drum that not only keeps the beat but is excellent real estate for
a mini billboard that anyone can see during shows or in pictures and video.
And, they should brand the vehicle(s) that gets the band from town to town, be
it an old station wagon with a few bumper stickers or a fully wrapped tour bus.

And of course, there is the obvious sticker and label placement of effectively



marking products you produce. Labeling is more than just identifying the brand,
manufacturer, ingredients, contact info, etc., it is an integral part of the
product… the story… a microcosm of your entire identity. If that sounds like an
awful lot of weight put on a sticker and it’s design, it certainly is. Telling your
story and building relationships is marketing in a nutshell and labels and
stickers are an essential part of that effort.

Place and Promote labeling is an opportunity for branding or free display
advertising - an opportunity to post a logo, a business card, advertisement,
signage and a bit of your “story” in front of people for short or long term
exposure. And, it’s not just about exposure and advertising, though that’s
certainly a positive aspect. It’s also about taking responsibility for your
product, your work, your story and maintaining the customer relationship. If
marketing is about building relationships the first order of business is to show
up, “sign” your work, be proud, confident, take responsibility, and let people
know how they can get in touch with you. Further exposure to the general
public and potential prospects is a bonus.

Beware: Sticker Branding Can Backfire

Like a roadside billboard, a magazine ad, or an on-line pop up ad, sometimes a
sticker is there just because someone paid big money to put it there (like the
sponsorship of a race car). A product, company or brand can be affected by
over tagging or an obvious profit motive. It is not just an issue of sticker design
but also an issue of product design and how it is affected by added elements.
Back in 2010 there were several articles and blogs criticizing the over-
stickering of laptop computers.

Apple does not put stickers on their laptops preferring to give people just what
they paid for - a sleek, clean, stylish computer. But at the time, some Windows



PC’s were choosing ad revenue over design. Do people really need to be
reminded what's "inside" every time they open their computer? Many buyers
were disappointed in the number of added stickers for Windows, Intel, Skype
and others.

As David Pogue wrote in his New York Times Blog at the time "it’s like
buying a new, luxury car—and discovering that it comes with non-removable
bumper stickers that promote the motor oil, the floor mat maker, the
windshieldfluid company and the pine tree air freshener you have no
intention of ever using".

Yes, with a bit of effort the stickers could be removed. But should this really
be necessary? These laptops also came in a box that was easily branded and
carried added advertising, but the companies got greedy. Is it really worth the
promotional value for these companies to degrade the look of a laptop
someone just paid good money for? Remember, effective marketing is about
developing a relationship with customers. Taking any opportunity to shove
promotions in people’s faces detracts from the perceived value of the product
(and company) and completely misses the point of effective marketing.

I’m sure things have changed since 2010, but the lesson and warning here is
that presentation and perceived intent matters for promotional stickers, whether
you are a huge computer company or a small business. “Place and Promote”
can just as easily become “Place and Piss Off” if the right design and
application choices aren’t made. Size, colors, style, shape, quality,
removability, integration with product, other companies promo labeling on
product… all these aspects will effect customer perceptions and thus your
relationship (marketing) with the customer. We’ll be covering these marketing
and design considerations in much more depth as we proceed.



Take Action – With Place And Promote:

Let’s brainstorm a list of possible new or redesigned labels and stickers
needed for your business based on the following 4 questions:

1. Do you have your company logo and contact info (and perhaps slogan and
services) on every company owned vehicle and piece of equipment?

2. Do you tag or subtly add a bit of your identity (logo) to all paperwork,
shipping boxes, and every product you sell or service?

3. What additional items and locations (real estate) may be available for
tagging with stickers or labels? Spend some time making a list of
anything/everything that could be stickered – windows, paper cups,
bathroom mirrors, employee vehicles, products, etc.

4. Does your sticker or label add to, or detract from, the perceived value of
the product, equipment or item it is stuck on (or you plan to stick it on)? Is
the presentation clean and in keeping with the company identity you want to
present? Does it serve to help the customer or viewer, or does it clutter,
cheapen, distract or over-sell? If you are not sure, ask for opinions from
trusted sources – often a different perspective is valuable.



Interview: Josh Ward, Applewood Plumbing

Applewood Plumbing, Heating & Electric, http://www.applewoodfixit.com is
a residential plumbing, heating, cooling & electrical service company. A
family owned business with over 40 years of experience in the Greater Denver
Area, Applewood has been using vinyl stickers very effectively to secure both
new and repeat business. I talked with Josh Ward, company Vice President and
Co-founder about their stickering program and his thoughts on the role stickers
have in his marketing program.

Jeff: In what way do you use stickers to market your business?

Josh: We primarily use stickers in our customer's homes, adhered to their
plumbing, electrical and HVAC equipment. We've designed our stickers to be
educational as well as provide information about our company. Each offers
emergency shutdown and maintenance information about the 44 equipment. It
contains our contact information as well and a savings offer for future service.
Our technicians are trained on the best placement for our stickers, but many of
them develop their own systems for using the stickers - like including their
business card as part of the sticker display, or using the information as an

http://www.applewoodfixit.com


educational opportunity with customers to explain proper safety procedures
and shutdown info as they place it on the equipment.

We also apply smaller stickers to items in the warehouse, when possible,
before they leave on service calls. In this way we guarantee that the items are
all tagged before going into the customer's home.

Jeff: And how exactly does this extensive labeling of serviced equipment help
you?

Josh: Our sticker program insures that customers can always find our number
when they need us. Before customers open the yellow pages or go on the
internet they will call us after seeing one of the stickers. They see the stickers
in their homes, potentially on a daily basis. In this way we try to stay top of
mind should they need any service. Even if customers move we still have that
presence in that house.

Jeff: How important is quality to you? Why use outdoor vinyl instead of paper
labels or magnets?

Josh: We definitely need a sticker that is durable and high quality. Often the
equipment that we're labeling lasts more than a decade. We need to make sure
our information is adhered to last. Years could pass without a customer
needing our number. But, when they do, it is often an emergency. We use the
stickers to remain visible, and we prefer materials like outdoor vinyl that we
know will stand the test of time.

Jeff: Of course in the end it is your work and service that will start
conversations, not the stickers. The stickers just claim the real estate and point
people toward you.



Josh: We pride ourselves on being the best of the best. No one offers the same
level of experience or service that we do in our industry. Every piece of
information that we leave behind with a customer needs to reflect this standard
of excellence.

Jeff: How does your sticker tagging campaign compare to your competition?
Is everyone in your industry using stickers effectively?

Josh: Stickers are pretty common in the home services industry. For that
reason we focus on providing more real and useful information on our stickers.
That way we offer a sticker that a homeowner will WANT on their equipment.
As I said, most of our stickers offer emergency shut-down information. So, we
use stickers to educate our customers about their homes and about staying safe.
In addition, we make sure our contact information is large and visible and offer
future savings for services.

Jeff: Are there any ways to tell how effective your sticker program is?

Josh: Our leads are more than 60% repeat business. We have to assume that a
good percentage of our repeat customers are able to find us through the stickers
and tags we've left in their home on previous visits. Every day our plumbers
bring back old water heaters that they have replaced with as many as four
stickers on them. This proves to us that stickers are one of our most cost
effective marketing tools.

We are considering using unique phone numbers to track calls specifically
from stickers. We believe it would be a significant number and this would be a
way to back up our gut feelings with hard data.



The Take Away:

• If you are in a service business and can tag equipment with contact info,
make sure you are doing it, standing behind your work and making it easy
for people to contact you if there is a problem or they need you again.
Front-of-face means front of mind and directing inquiries before
competitors are searched out.

• Have a plan in regards to tagging equipment and products. What sticker is
added, when sticker is added, where sticker is placed… can all add up to
more impressions over longer periods of time. But, make sure those
impressions are positive and of value to your customer.

• Make sure the longevity of your stickers, decals or labels matches (or
exceeds) the longevity of the equipment it is applied to. This is your
calling card, make sure it reflects who you really are and that you are
there for the long run.

• If other businesses in your industry are all doing the same thing with
stickers, what can you do to stand out? Higher quality? Going larger (or
smaller)? Better information? Better graphics? Discount coupons? Or…
perhaps something completely different – be creative.

• There are ways to easily monitor the effectiveness of your sticker tagging
campaign like offering coupon specials or using exclusive phone numbers
on the stickers.

• And though it should go without saying, you need to back up your sticker
calling card with exceptional service so that both you and your stickers
are sticking around for a long term relationship with clients and
customers.



Chapter 5

Who Are The Badgers?

“No one is going to show off a sticker, or anything else, unless they feel an
attachment to the brand.”

- Alexis Ohanian



Before We Move On…

It is worth noting that the first distribution method is completely controlled and
executed by the business owner or marketing director. Other methods involve
the intention and hope that customers will take some initiative and join you in
the promoting of your business. When you hand (or send) people a promotional
sticker you are in essence handing over some of the control in how your
business is represented, indeed if your business is presented at all.

So, before we jump into the other distribution methods I think it is important to
take a closer look at your customers and fans. If you are going to hand them
some of the control in helping market your business, we should at least know a
bit more about who we are asking to volunteer for this important job. Before
you try to deliver any marketing pitch or gift to a customer or prospect it is
essential to know who they are, where they are, and what they want.

Who Are Those “Sticker People”… And What Do They Have
To Do With My Business?

“Fans”, “Members”, “Supporters”, “Community”… Hopefully these are terms
you associate with your business. But, perhaps not, and without them, is there
really any reason or value in distributing stickers? Well, we talked about
claiming real estate and promoting your brand or business with placed stickers
and labels, regardless of customer relationships. And, yes, there are certain
businesses and organizations that more obviously can and should take
advantage of promo stickers; sports teams, schools, bands, churches, clubs,
resorts, charities, candidates… But, shouldn’t the marketing objective of any
business be to turn customers into “fans” and build a community?

It is important to note that there are ways for every business to take advantage



of a sticker marketing campaign. Some businesses are an easier and more
obvious fit than others, but that just means some businesses may need to get
more creative with content and design. I maintain there are subtle ways to
squeeze into the personal space of any market. The key? A message, graphic or
information that resonates with your customer and the target markets
(communities) they may be a part of.

I’ve seen stickers used effectively by accountants, dentists, septic services,
banks, funeral services, food retailers and many more unexpected market
niches. They may not necessarily use “bumper stickers,” but other styles can be
used as well to raise awareness, mark equipment or just as fun gifts that also
come with a reminder of who they are and what they do.

The Pure, The Proud And The Maniacs

When it comes to putting stickers on cars (or any visible location) there are
three types of people; the Pure, the Proud, and the Maniacs. The Pure would
never want to add anything that would alter or personalize their cars in any
way. They are still making a personal statement, but that statement is about
them and their clean car, not a slogan, group or product they may be associated
with. On the other extreme are the maniacs for which it’s not about the car at
all, it’s about art, opinions and broadcasting. Their car may be covered with
opinions and associations - “Check this out! This is who I am and what I
value.”

The largest percentage of drivers are somewhere between the extremes. They
are The Proud – the ones willing to sport a subtle badge or two in support of
something they are proud to be associated with. The most common example of
this is people putting the name of a college(s) they or their children attend.
They are not applying big white bumper stickers but usually clear stickers with



white lettering that blend subtly with the back window while clearly
identifying an institution they are proud to be associated with.

The Proud should be the main focus of any marketing effort. These are the
people excited about your organization, message or product… fans… members
of your community… people proud to be associated with you. Their sticker
choices represent clear endorsements, which are not lost in a crowd of other
messages. The Proud are your potential “Badgers” – the people, not just
willing, but enthusiastically volunteering (or even paying) to showcase a
sticker (badge) declaring their association and affinity. This is important. This
is where the “secret” to sticker marketing (and perhaps all marketing) success
lies – fully harnessing the marketing power of your fans and advocates.

A few words from the book, The Passion Conversation may be fitting at this
time: “Be very realistic about who your customers really are and not just
who you want them to be… You can’t choose your advocates; they choose
you”.

The Most Important Thing To Know About Promotional
Stickers

There is nothing more effective and influential than word of mouth marketing
and endorsements from trusted sources. Thus, more of the emphasis of
effective marketing is based around existing customers and the building of
relationships. Traditional advertising that invites or reminds people to stop by
or use a product usually does not create buzz. The real secret to buzz and
business success lies in the existing customers who become super engaged fans
- the evangelists, advocates and lovers.

There simply is no better marketing than the marketing done by your “fans”.



These are the people putting a promotional sticker on their car or computer or
helmet. They are the "Badgers" - proud and willing to wear the badge of a
band, location, product or business they love or idea they agree with. And, the
exposure created by that Badger's sticker (or the conversations about the
sticker) is not interruptive advertising - it's an endorsement of the highest
degree.

This point bears repeating as it is at the core of effective sticker marketing.
Although they are basically minibillboards, stickers are not usually perceived
as ‘advertising’. Stickers applied in visible locations are personal
recommendation and literal ‘signs’ of support for a business, a person, an idea
or a product.

This Is Personal:

It is important to understand that people usually apply stickers to their cars (or
other locations) to "promote" their interests and beliefs – to express
themselves, much like having a tattoo. People that tattoo something on their
body obviously feel strongly about it. To a lesser extent, people that wear t-
shirts with logos or messages on them connect in some way with that brand or
graphic. A promotional sticker must resonate with the displayer. It’s personal.
Like what they wear, how they cut their hair or the car they drive.

People that apply stickers to their car, their laptop, their helmet, their
snowboard or any visible location are making a statement about their values
and interests. It’s not really about your business or group at all. The “badge” is
their tip of the hat to other members of the community or tribe. If they love a
band... are proud of where they (or their kids) went to school... hate (or love)
the President or a political candidate... this is a personal expression.



But, it also is still “promotional.” The band is being promoted, but so is the
idea of being associated with that band. The school isn't really advertising
"this is who and where we are" - The driver of the car is the one promoting,
"I'm part of this group.... and proud of it". Thus we understand more about the
driver of the car than the school, candidate or band itself. This is a badge, sign
of support and a shout out to fellow supporters more than a billboard
advertisement. Just as motorcycle riders, Jeep owners or boaters might give
each other a knowing wave when they pass each other – with stickers everyone
can enjoy similar feelings of connection and group affinity.

There will always be sticker lovers and haters, displayers and no-wayers.
That’s OK. For those people that choose to rant (you know who they are) about
Stick Family decals, My Child is ‘Awesome’ type bumper stickers, outdated
political stickers, etc., we might remind them that not only are there subtle
promotional stickers already on their car (like the car dealers tag), but their car
itself is a personal statement. Judgments and stereotypes are part of human
nature and effective marketing can never target or please everyone. So,
whether personal identity or brand identity is being displayed or promoted it
comes down to communicating effectively with a particular market niche or
tribe.

A blog post by Ken Chitwood makes some excellent points regarding this
personal affinity:

For thousands of years, humans have felt the shared need to mark the
boundaries of their territory, particularly in opposition to others. With
fences, personal decorations and other markers, humans today continue to
trademark their territory so that others know what is theirs and how they
identify their own.

Drivers who attach a sticker or decal to their vehicle are making a



commitment (have you ever tried to pry off one of those faux-metal decals?).
Furthermore, they are making a public statement that thousands, if not more,
will see every day.

Those who choose to show their bias on a vehicle are those with the
strongest "brand affinity." Consider the notexplicitly-religious decal
phenomena of the white Apple stickers. Those who place such stickers on
their cars… are telling others that they are loyal to the Apple brand. The
"brand" becomes the point of commonality, the sticker the point of contact,
between two otherwise dissociated individuals…

Whether the bumper sticker elicits admiration or ire, "your" reaction to
"my" bumper sticker helps "me" define who "I" am.

*Ken Chitwood, Bumper-sticker religion: our very human need for identity, Houston Chronical, March

2012

The Original Social Media

Long before there was Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and the hundreds of other
social media options – people were liking, tagging, pinning, posting and
starting conversations off-line with stickers. Yes, there are broad differences,
but from a business standpoint one promotional sticker on a car obviously has
much more value than one on-line “follower”. I don’t contend you need one
over the other, as it is important to reach out, connect and converse with
customers through multiple channels. But, every business should consider
stickers an off-line social medium to build identity, spark conversations and
thrive in particular market niches.

Speaking of social media, its emergence has also created a platform on-line to
share and increase impressions for promo stickers. Whether stickers end up on
cars or not, images of the sticker or where they are applied may take on a



promotional life of their own on-line. People excited about the free stickers
they received in the mail or wanting to interact with the company or group that
sent stickers strengthens relationships and increases exposure both offline and
on-line. If people are excited about a company or a cool gift they will talk
about it – and it doesn’t really matter where they are talking.

I’ll repeat one more time why word of mouth marketing and sticker marketing
is so effective. The reasons align with the rise of social media. There is no
disguised or manipulative “advertising” – the strongest marketing is friends
and associates with recommendations, opinions and personal choices. The
easiest way to avoid unknown results and costs of traditional (interruptive)
advertising is to advertise less and thrill people more. Give people something
to talk about. Put the money saved from cutting back traditional advertising into
tools and gifts that help fans and customers talk, share and market your product
and your identity (which is also part of their identity)... for free.

“A Dead Head Sticker On A Cadillac”

The Grateful Dead was a very successful band and business from the mid 60’s
to mid 90’s. Their success had nothing to do with advertising and everything to
do with building relationships and community. Followers made the Grateful
Dead brand an integral part of their lives. These insiders were part of a
lifestyle and community that grew little by little, concert by concert, and sticker
by sticker.



There were no big bumper stickers proclaiming “I Love The Grateful Dead” or
“I’d Rather Be At A Dead Show”. No, that would be un-cool and not fitting for
the culture or the product. The stickers were art and symbols only insiders
would understand. Some stickers were sold by the band but many were created
by fans and given away, traded or sold within the Deadhead community. This
was not “advertising,” but very shrewd (though accidental) marketing.

“Deadheads, so thoroughly devoted to their band, were some of the
most avid consumers among rock fans. They wanted to show their colors and
mark themselves as members of the tribe.”

“The Dead, though unaware of it, virtually invented viral marketing.
The people who riffed on their logos and traded their tapes became partners
of the band, co-marketers who spread the word about the joys of being a
deadhead.”*

* Barry Barnes, Everything I Know About Business I learned From The Grateful Dead.

The band offered tools for fans to spread the music (allowing the taping of all
live shows) and spread the identity (stickers and t-shirts). The sticker (and
other branded merchandise) was a badge – the secret handshake identifying
other members of the tribe. These marketing tools allowed the community to
identify each other, build buzz and start conversations. The band profited from
supplying these badges and allowing fans to create their own designs. Over
time as the word of mouth, intrigue, mystery and community grew it attracted
others to the music and the “scene” so profits also grew… substantially.

The Grateful Dead is a tremendous word-of-mouth success story and stickers
were an integral tool in supporting the story and success. Of course the
product; concerts, recordings, artwork, message also needed to be remarkable
and connect on an emotional level with a very dead-icated community.



Speaking In Code – The Subtle Nod To Other Tribe Members

The story and design of Grateful Dead stickers is a good lead in to an often
overlooked truism of sticker design. Promo stickers are often not billboards,
display ads or even brand building logos. Being subtle and communicating in
code or imagery that only insiders understand often generates more exposure
and starts more conversations than blatant branding.

Dancing bears, euro stickers, rainbows… nothing is being advertised. No
advertising, no logos, no call to action, no obvious product… just subtle
recognition that “I’m in this group” or “I agree with this.” Displayers don’t
care if you “get it” in fact it may be better if you don’t – the people they want
to get it, will. The promotion is of their own identity within a group or
community and a label indicating a starting point to those that might have an
interest and want to gain entry or explore further.

What are people willing to put on their cars, laptops or other visible
locations? What are people willing to pay money for? Displayers don’t want to
be viewed as someone involved in “advertising.” That’s not cool. They want
to send a subtle nod or wave to others like them. Remember, this is about them
and their identity, more than some organizations promotional desires. The
small Apple graphic is more preferable than an “Apple Computer” bumper
sticker. The Monster Energy claw marks are more desirable without “Monster
Energy” being written under or across them.

As we’ll see in a few upcoming interviews with successful sticker marketers
the core power of a sticker campaign may not be in the displaying of a sticker
at all. If stickers are subtle or speaking in code the value is not in the display
“advertising” potential but more in the giving of the gift or ownership of the



symbol in the first place – the relationship building (marketing) between the
organization and its fans.

Going Euro Style

The phenomenon of euro style oval stickers is a perfect example of sticker
subtlety and encoded promotions. Simple, black and white ovals with 2 or 3
letters featured in the middle – ABC, OBX, 26.2, 10K, VT, RLX, XYZ and a
million combinations of letters and graphics in between. At my company,
Websticker.com we have produced more of this type of sticker in the last 15
years than any other. And, if you look around at cars on the road this is a
dominant style.

It’s been 45 years since the United Nations came up with large oval stickers
printed with country codes as a way to determine a vehicles point of origin.
About 25 years ago the stickers jumped to the US, shrunk a bit, and have been
used ever since to showcase the origin of (or pride in)… any place, activity or
thing imaginable.

The popularity of this style is definitely a result of the subtle coded nature of
the designs. They are not a large traditional bumper sticker or blatant
advertising. They resonate with car owners because they represent pride and
belonging to a group, place or product… but not enough pride to make a huge,
obvious statement on their car. Subtle works. Subtle is cool. Subtle can get
more exposure and thus be a better promotional value.



Of course, all promotional stickers shouldn’t be completely obscure or in
code. A balance needs to be struck with size, design, and message. As we
heard from Leigh at the Feel Your Boobies campaign, simplicity and clarity are
important in order to encourage questions and start conversations. For a
business or organization, ideally we want our promotional mediums to make
people stop, think and have a need to talk about it. Fans and supporters may
want more of a secret handshake. Experimentation and/or multiple designs may
be needed to strike this balance.

We’ll dig further into design considerations after discussing the second
distribution method. But, I can’t emphasize enough that to really maximize the
marketing effectiveness of a sticker, the sticker needs to resonate with your
customers and fans. And, to truly maximize exposure it needs to be applied
somewhere it will be seen. Often, that may require being very subtle or
communicating in code.

Here’s a quick book excerpt from Alexis Ohanian one of the founders of
Reddit that I think fits in well with our discussion…

Book Excerpt: Alexis Ohanian, Make Something People Love:
Lessons From A Startup Guy

This marvelous community of communities owes its existence to a
massive advertising budget of... $500. To date that is the sum total of money
that has been spent advertising reddit. Five hundred dollars, and every
dollar of it spent on stickers.

Yes, stickers: the soundest investment I ever made. I used to travel
around the country a lot… and everywhere I went I took stickers with me. I



put them on signs, poles, and even other advertisements.
“Please sticker responsibly!” we would say, and hand out these stickers

at events, meetups, just to random people on the street. This may not sound
like a major or even strategic marketing approach, but we kept at it. The
focus was on building a great product and a community online—the stickers
were just an excuse for people to show their allegiance. Stickers have now
become a currency for startups. But don’t be limited by just this ubiquitous
swag.

Whether it’s a sticker, a t-shirt (the standard startup swag), or a
luggage tag…, make the process of giving someone swag something special.
No one is going to show off a sticker, or anything else, unless they feel an
attachment to the brand. Even something as simple as giving someone a
chance to ‘earn’ the item makes a difference (e.g, “Show me how much you
love Hipmunk by doing an impression of the chipmunk ‘flying’ with its
arms”).

Within a few months we started seeing photos uploaded to the internet
of people stickering with our stickers...often stickering in ways we’d never
expected.

And it wasn’t long thereafter that we started seeing our first fan art. So
we sued every single one of them. Just kidding! Who would do that? People
were taking their time and energy and using it to create their own
representations of our brand, of our reddit alien, because they cared so
much about this community. (Perhaps they also had some spare time and
extra art supplies, who knows.)

No, the stickers alone didn’t do the job, and they didn’t make reddit
what it is today. But the fact of the matter is, with $500 we went from
stickering street signs to inspiring—with our little community—people like
Fernando Takai from Brazil to get a reddit alien tattooed on his torso.

I doubt that Fernando ever even saw one of those stickers, and it



doesn't even matter, because we didn't have to convince him that reddit was
something he should love. We didn’t need to promote the idea that people
should love reddit because we were focused on actually building something
that they should love. We let the community, which made reddit everything
that it is, handle the rest. Without any direction from us, they created the
same kind of excitement and same kind of love around our brand that we felt.
And there’s your takeaway: to look for and support that sense of community
wherever you see it.

Sticker Art, Tagging, Slapping, 
Bombing And Promoting

It would be a mistake to not discuss street stickers in a book about stickers.
Though this book is about promoting companies, products, causes and ideas
with stickers – when you get right down to it street stickers and graffiti are
promotional in nature as well. They may promote art, an individual, political
viewpoints, thought provoking imagery or copy, freedom of speech, or just fun.

“A little sticker can be a whole lot of things and do a whole lot of things. It
can be a badge of culture or a badge of support for a cause. A sticker can be
a personal emblem, but it can also be shared with friends or distributed to a
mass market. It can carry an overt statement or be a statement in its presence
alone. It can alter a landscape or blend in seamlessly. And it can go just
about anywhere you want it to.” – Shepard Fairey

The once separate worlds of 'bumper stickers for promotion' and 'stickers for
expression and art' are merging more than ever. This is not only the result of
changing demographics and marketing techniques but also print technology. It
is more affordable than ever to print stickers - even low quantities in full color



and for long-term outdoor use. Street artists are using stickers for the same
reason a business might; to make an impression, to amplify an identity or
message and get people talking.

The above examples of Reddit’s alien sticker, Grateful Dead stickers and the
“coded” euro sticker craze are as much examples of street stickers as anything
else. Though many companies obviously can’t encourage or advocate
widespread tagging, slapping and bombing with their stickers, they do, deep
down crave some of the added exposure and conversations those
extracurricular activities might trigger.

Alexis Ohanian directly admits, “I put them on signs, poles, and even other
advertisements.” Yet in the very next sentence, “Please sticker responsibly!”
So, what exactly is responsible stickering? Shepard Fairey was self
“distributing” stickers in all sorts of illegal locations before he became a
famous artist. And, I personally admit to “spreading” some stickers throughout
my town, nearby cities, and a few foreign countries as well. Many of us have
stuck stickers in places we did not necessarily have permission to be sticking
things. There can be a fine line between art and vandalism – promotion and
graffiti.

I cannot advocate for indiscriminate sticker applications. But, if your target
market overlaps at all with a more rebellious or creative culture it makes sense
to blur the line between street and promo designs and let the art and images fall
(or stick) where they may. And, stay away from cheap, paper stickers – those
leave a mess for everyone; the viewer, the remover and your brand.

And don’t forget, there are plenty of places people can legally place stickers.
Like everything you own and anywhere you can join a gathering of other cool
stickers. Many bars, sport shops, clubs, etc., are happy to add to their sticker
collections and decor… just ask if they’ll include your sticker.



The bottom line is that a business cannot be completely responsible for where
their “fans” apply promo stickers. Businesses need to know their customers
and encourage certain sticker applications based on the stickers they design
and produce. Businesses also have a responsibility to make sure they use a
quality sticker that is not difficult to remove, if desired, and won’t become an
adhesive mess over time.

* Alexis Ohanian, Make Something People Love: Lessons From A Startup Guy. Used by permission from

Publisher, Hyperink, http://www.hyperink.com/

http://www.hyperink.com/


Chapter 6

Pass & Play Distribution

“Victory in marketing doesn’t happen when you sell something, but when you
cultivate advocates for your brand.”

- Steve Knox



Letting Go of Some Promotional Control & 
Letting Other People Stick It

Ok, we’ve covered the essentials of displaying your sticker/identity in
locations you have direct access and control over. And, we just considered
posting stickers where we don’t necessarily have permission. We brainstormed
a bit about marketing in general and what type of people might display stickers
for a business or cause. Now, let’s get back to distribution and putting stickers
in other people’s hands. It’s time to broaden the possibilities and start to
conquer the world… or at least your particular market.

Most people’s perception of a promotional sticker is a bumper sticker, freebie,
or sticky handout with logos or slogans on them – freely and widely
distributed. That’s what I refer to as the Pass-and-Play method of sticker
distribution. Some might (mistakenly) consider it Pass and Pray, but this
ignores the fact that the giving of a sticker can be effective marketing in and of
itself. The idea is to get your promo sticker in play… it may make one brief
impression or be placed on a car and make thousands of impressions, but it is
in the game.

STP was using Pass and Play Distribution with their oval stickers in the 60’s
and 70’s. The plan was to offer promotional stickers to anyone that wanted one
regardless of what they plan to do with it. The stickers are a gift – or hopefully
perceived as a gift, making it difficult to throw away. And, though a low
percentage of the free stickers may actually end up on cars or visible locations,
there can still be an excellent marketing value in the impression or information
transferred with the “gift” (sticker) to the individual. And, a “low percentage”
(of stickers being displayed) of the thousands of distributed stickers can still
translate into millions of impressions and conversations out in the world.



Just like you have links to your social media platforms on your website so
people can “like” you, a free sticker is an off-line opportunity for fans and
customers to “like” you. They may not use it – but it really is no different from
someone not choosing to connect in social media. Just because they may not
use the linking tool doesn’t mean it’s not essential to offer one for those true
fans who want to connect and support your brand and community 24/7.

Pass and Play Distribution – Get In The Game

So, how do you pass out your stickers and when is the best time? At what
points in the sales cycle do you have direct access to a prospect or customer to
deliver added value (gift), helpful information, or a mini-billboard? A
properly designed sticker can deliver all three; value, info and advertising. Is
there ever a bad time for a gift? Hopefully you already have some ideas
brewing about who should receive your sticker, the design of the sticker and
how/where they are delivered. As discussed there is an opportunity in each of
the three marketing stages to deliver a promotional sticker (a gift or a badge).

Let’s further brainstorm ways of putting your sticker into many, many people’s
hands… the right people’s hands.

Let’s also consider how to minimize pass-and-pray methods and engage more
pass-and-profit opportunities. There are four main methods of passing out
promo sticker; the free pile, the qualified stash, direct mail, or bundled with
product. Any business or organization can implement one or a combination of
these pass-and-play distribution methods.

The Free Pile –

“Go ahead… take one. Stickers for everyone!” On the counter at the store, at



the trade show, at the gig, at your friend’s business, at events… where ever you
can give out your stickers let them go. This is probably the closest to a pass
and pray (or spray and pray) method but there is still a degree of qualifying
recipients. The stickers are not dropped from an airplane. Chances are the
trade-show attendees, the store visitors, the event participants… are connected
to your target market in some way.

Be generous. The people who take a sticker are making a conscious and
physical decision to pick up a sticker. Whether they are thinking about what
they will do with the sticker or have other reasons for taking one, they are
interacting with your brand – a connection has been made.

But, don’t fall into the trap of quantity over quality. The stickers still represent
you and your identity. Instead of going cheap in search of value, consider a
smaller size or fewer colors, reducing the quantity (or length of campaign), or
adding another layer of qualifying to who receives your stickers.

The Qualified Stash

Instead of a free pile laid out for direct access by all, promotional stickers can
be distributed with a bit more discretion. Stickers can be kept behind the
counter, in a pocket or ready to be mailed when someone asks or gives you
certain info. The keepers of the stickers can ask “would you like a sticker?”
after a purchase, a conversation, an email, an address is submitted, or any
other type of qualifying interaction.

The stickers shouldn’t be a secret, you can still prominently display them and
encourage people to “request free stickers!” It’s not about being stingy, it’s just
a way to add more value for both the recipient and your organization. It’s a
more valued, more personal gift if not everyone has access. And, off course,



the pre-qualifying of recipients also increases the likelihood of the stickers
being used and displayed (creating Badgers and free endorsements).

Obtaining contact info for further communications in exchange for free
(quality) stickers can also be a very valuable trade. For the low cost of a few
stickers and a stamp you can build a mailing list of prospects and fans –
strengthening your marketing and your relationships in the process. The added
exposure of stickers that are later applied in visible locations is just a bonus.

And, let’s not forget this is also an opportunity for a better quality sticker as
not as many are being potentially wasted or thrown away. The qualifying
action of individuals requesting a badge (sticker) warrants a quality gift
(sticker) that meets or exceeds expectations.

In the past, Stowe Mountain Resort printed a message on the paper backing of
all lift tickets encouraging people to stop by the retail store to pick up a free
sticker. This accomplished two things; encouraging people to come to the retail
store where they would perhaps make a purchase of some sort, and pre-
qualifying people that might want a promo sticker and were likely to display
that sticker.

Mailings –

One of the best ways to put a sticker into the hands of customers and prospects
is to directly send it to them in the mail. A promotional sticker can be sent to a
direct mail list of targeted prospects. Or, a sticker can be mailed to existing
customers piggybacking invoices, thank you notes, invitations, catalogues,
promotional letters, etc.

Whether the recipient is a prospect or an existing customer (fan, member or
client) will make a difference in the design of the sticker. Though either sticker



may be considered a “gift”, the sticker received by the person that does not yet
have a relationship with you is probably not perceiving the sticker as a
“badge” they are excited to showcase. That’s ok, as long as the sticker is
perceived more as a gift than a bribe. To accomplish this your message or
graphic needs to align with the recipient’s identity or passions, while that same
message (and the quality of the sticker) aligns with your identity and passions
as well.



Product Spotlight - Postcard Stickers

While stickers can be added to mailings and catalogues already going out to
customers and prospects, promotional stickers are one of the few marketing
mediums that can simultaneously be used for both the actual mailing and a gift.
This is the case with sticker postcards. With sticker postcards there is no need
to try to bribe or tease recipients to open an envelope because there is no
envelope. The gift is right there amongst the mail, already opened. This makes
it much more likely that the message on the back will be read, the sticker
graphic will make an impression, and the mailing piece will not be
immediately filed in the trash.

At Websticker.com we produced a postcard sticker for a well known ski resort
that accomplished several functions. Besides being the gift of a cool logo
sticker from their resort, the back of the sticker was used for several different
targeted mailings (for instance people who had been injured on the slopes
during a visit and a thank you note to pass holders), as well as being used as a
blank postcard for sale in their retail shop. By utilizing copy changes on the
back of the sticker postcard the resort created a very low cost way to
communicate and strengthen relationships with customers while also having an
additional promo product they could sell or leave in hotel rooms.

A low cost mailing targeted to different client segments, a product sold in a
retail shop, and a promotional sticker (perceived as a gift from end recipient)
that may end up on cars as a mini billboard, has a lot of marketing value.
Here’s a summary of reasons to consider sticker postcards in your marketing
mix.



1. 100% Open Rate – There’s no need to tease or trick to get your mailing
opened and read. With postcards there’s nothing to open. Recipients can
see your message and gift (sticker) without opening anything. Just like a
promotional sticker on a car, impressions are made regardless of interest
or intent.

2. Cheaper To Mail – First Class Postcards are .34 cents to mail, 15 cents
less than regular mail. Business Bulk Rates are even better. This can
really add up for larger mailings and coupled with the savings from not
needing envelopes and extra folding and collating the savings can be
extensive. Be aware your sticker postcard should not exceed a 6″ X
4.25″ sheet size unless you are willing to pay higher mailing costs.

3. Gift Built Right In – No need to stuff an envelope with a sticker or
added promotional item. With sticker postcards the gift is right there
making an impression. This makes the mailing harder to throw away, or
ignore the message delivered on the back, as there is something of value
attached.

4. Marketing Versatility – With the use of die cutting several different
stickers can be delivered on the front of a postcard – Perhaps one for
cars and two smaller ones for helmets or electronic gadgets. It is also
possible to make changes mid run to the copy on the back so the postcard
can be tailored with different messages or for different uses. For
instance, an organization may use some as thank-you notes, some as
event calendars, and perhaps some left blank for hand written notes or a
retail sale item.

5. Very Targeted – Unlike handing stickers out to who ever wants one at an
event or at your place of business, postcards can be mailed to very



specific lists. School alumni, people that bought a specific product in the
last month, fan club members… can all be targeted with very specific
message, graphic and gift.



Bundling Stickers With Product -

For product manufacturers, the one way to be sure you give customers/buyers
the opportunity to stick your name out in the physical world is to bundle or
include a promotional sticker with every product sold. Stickers can be
included in the packaging of products or if there is no packaging (as is the case
with apparel) hang tag stickers can be used. It adds very little cost and takes
little effort to include a sticker with your product. But what it does, hopefully,
is add value, a gift, a badge and a promotional tool that is in the customer’s
hands, ready to be implemented, if they love the product or want to be more
connected to a company’s culture or message.

Bundling promo stickers with product is especially effective for lifestyle type
brands. Apple has always included a sticker with all of their products. GoPro
includes a sticker with their cameras. I just bought a metal detector and in
addition to the branding stickers used on the equipment itself there was a
window sticker included in their packet of information. Regardless of the size
of the company or popularity of the brand it just makes marketing sense to offer
an easy, inexpensive way for customers to promote their connections and
“likes” if they so desire.

Done well, stickers also add value to the product itself and can be perceived
as a gift or bonus – giving people a bit more than they expected. It may add
less than a dime (costs obviously vary) to the cost of the product and
packaging, but it has way more perceived value to the customer and potential
value to your company. Obviously, it doesn’t make sense for every product, but
where possible, why not? It’s worth brainstorming. Take this book for
example. You seldom see a sticker bundled with a book. Yes, in this case it
makes more sense because it’s a book about stickers, but many books and
authors have fans and could (should) add a creatively done, low cost sticker



(gift, badge, bonus) in the physical book to add extra value for all parties
involved.

Product Spotlight - Hang Tag Stickers

Like sticker postcards, Sticker Hang Tags are special in that they perform
multiple functions, are quite versatile and are an exceptional marketing value.
They’re not just a sticker – they are a sticker tag that attaches to product, can
include sizing, barcodes, and/or information (on back), and they are a
convenient size that can later be applied almost anywhere. Building identity
and encouraging word-of-mouth advertising is the name of the sticker
marketing game and sticker hang tags allow for easy and direct distribution to
the people (loyal customers) most likely to display your sticker and spread the
good word about your product and company

There are a few tips to keep in mind when designing and producing custom
sticker hang tags:



1. Don’t make them too big… but don’t make them too small either. There is
an ideal size and shape depending on your product that will limit damage
from handling when hanging but not be so small it goes unnoticed when
later applied.

2. Make sure stickers are screen printed or digitally printed on vinyl for
long term, outdoor use. The quality of the sticker reflects on the quality
of your product and company.

3. Don’t forget to indicate that the tag is a sticker! It’s amazing how many
companies pay extra to print a sticker hang-tag and then do nothing to
indicate to the customers that it is a sticker. It costs nothing extra to add a
simple arrow and quick phrase on the tab or perimeter of sticker to
indicate “peel and stick”, “stick it”, “peel here”, or even just
“STICKER!” The little arrow will help them notice where to peel up the
sticker and encourage adding the sticker to a car, snowboard,
notebook… anywhere. The stickers won’t add value bundled with
product and never go anywhere to further promote your company if
customers don’t realize the tag is a sticker in the first place.

4. Make sure the hole isn’t too big or too small. A hole size that may work
for hanging stickers on a display rod will be too large for the tabs
attaching them to clothing. Also, though it should go without saying, make
sure you have a tab or die cut that keeps the hole off of the promotional
sticker design itself. Yes, I’ve seen it done and it basically defeats the
purpose of doing a sticker hang-tag and has little or no value.

5. Don’t forget to utilize the back of the sticker for more info, coupons, QR
codes, etc. Maximize the utility and print area of tag.

Though this custom sticker product is most often used in the clothing and



apparel market there are creative ways to attach or bundle promotional
stickers with almost any product. Sticker tags don’t always need to “hang” –
they can also be inserted, stuck, requested (qualified stash) or even be sold
separately.

The Other Side Of Stickers – Back Copy:

There are two sides to every sticker and not utilizing the back side is like
paying for advertising space then leaving it blank. I pointed out that stickers
can be used as postcards and hang-tags with info on the back, but there are
many other potential uses.

You can…
• Distribute coupons to encourage future sales.
• Inform prospects about other products and services.
• Have a QR code that connects to an online video or website
• Arm recipients with important phone numbers, URLs and information.
• Build your database with registration cards, contests, free offers, etc.
• Or, just remind people to “Stick This!” and support the cause.

You have information that you want to put and keep in prospects and customers
hands. Piggybacking that info on the back of a sticker is less likely to be
thrown away or ignored than a brochure, letter or flyer.

It is not necessary to find one perfect, all encompassing message or use for the
back of a sticker. As mentioned with sticker postcards, imprints can be
changed mid print run to fit different campaigns or messages. Let's say, for
example, you want to print stickers with coupons on the back which will be



inserted in a magazine. You also want to hand out stickers at special events
with product information or a limited offer on the back. And, you want to leave
a portion blank on the back to perhaps use as a retail item or for hand written
thank you notes. You can easily accomplish these goals with several simple
copy changes on your initial print run.

If you don't have anything to say, sell, or data to gather by using back copy,
another valuable option would be to sell or trade the back space on your
sticker to another company looking to reach your target market. This can lower
your sticker costs (even have them paid for in some cases) or obtain other
cooperative benefits. For example, a bike magazine could partner with bike
shops or brands to put subscription info or offers on the back of their sticker.
This could be paid for outright, traded for ad space in the publication, or
perhaps the sticker could be cooperatively distributed to each other's
customers. Both parties benefit.

The main point to remember is that the back of a sticker should be used in
some capacity to reap the greatest marketing benefits and the best value.
Though promotional stickers are already one of the lowest cost marketing tools
available, it certainly doesn't hurt to have them be an even better value, or
perhaps even be paid for outright by a strategic partner.

Take Action - Putting Pass And Play 
Distribution To Work

The free pile, the qualified stash, mailings, bundled with product… within
these methods there can be different degrees of qualifying, targeting and piggy
backing additional information. As mentioned, there may be a need for
different designs or styles for the different method or market being targeted.
For now, perhaps focus on one sticker campaign or Pass & Play method to



implement.

• Review your goals and outline a plan. Which Pass & Play method is a
good fit for you at this time? Brainstorm the pros and cons of each
method.

• Are you focused more on empowering customers to spread the good word
about you by giving them a “badge”, or are you more interested in
acquiring new customers, donations or attention by leveraging a sticker
“gift”?

• Stickers can be used to increase open rates and impressions with
mailings, increase donations, or traded for customer information like an
e-mail or 84 physical address for future correspondence. Is your sticker
valuable or desirable enough to warrant someone taking a desired action?

• As long as you are distributing a sticker gift or badge is there additional
information or advertising you can deliver at the same time to the
recipient on the back of the sticker?

• Can you partner with another company to increase impressions and
distribution options to more prospects (for you or for partner)?



Interview: 
Nathan Lough, WesSpur Tree Equipment

Here is an example of a company effectively using stickers that you might not,
at first glance, expect to be marketing with stickers. Nathan Lough at WesSpur
Tree equipment has used stickers and Pass and Play distribution techniques to
grow and strengthen his business at a very low cost. I talked with Nathan to
uncover some of his secrets that may help spur ideas for other businesses.

Jeff: Can you give a brief description of your company, WesSpur?

Nathan: WesSpur Tree Equipment, is one of the top suppliers for arborist
tools and tree climbing supplies in the U.S. http://www.wesspur.com The
majority of our business is sales of tree climbing and pruning tools and related
materials to professional arborists and tree workers. A smaller, but steadily
growing, portion of our market is recreational tree climbing supplies. Over the
last 10 years, WesSpur has grown and transformed, shedding the tree
machinery dealership it once included, to focusing purely on personal tree

http://www.wesspur.com


gear. A big part of that growth was developing a catalog and web presence that
could grow with us, as we went from 5 employees in 2004 to 20 employees in
2014, and from a small web store doing a few thousand dollars of sales to one
of the leading tree gear supply sites.

Jeff: How long have you been using promotional stickers? What type of
stickers do you use and what is their primary purpose for your company?

Nathan: We started printing vinyl stickers to place in our 2009 catalog, and
have continued doing so every year. We have also ordered window clings,
which are distributed in orders or at trade shows. All our customers are
required to wear helmets or hardhats as they perform their work, and most
have trucks, tool cases, or other machinery related to their work. We've found
that tree climbers love to personalize their helmets with stickers and decals.
We provide either our own logo or artwork, or art from our vendors, and it
gives us visibility in the field when customers sport our logo or the brands we
carry.

Jeff: How do you distribute the stickers? Do you deliver to customers and
prospects in more than one way?

Nathan: We print a sheet of logos and include it in our master catalog each
year. We also have bins of free stickers in our show room for customers to
choose from, and we always take stickers to trade shows as swag.
Additionally, we will include them by request in customer orders.

Jeff: What do your customers think of the stickers? Do they use them (apply
them somewhere)? Do you think they have a perceived value or are viewed as
just more advertising/branding?

Nathan: We were surprised by how much all our burly, treeclimbing,



chainsaw-wielding, log-hauling, brush-chipping, stump-grinding, hard-working
customers love stickers! The catalog sticker sheet in the WesSpur catalog is
always well received. And we frequently get requests with orders for
additional stickers and feedback from customers showing their helmets, trucks,
and gear festooned with the stickers we send.

I think our customers appreciate getting something extra with their order or
their catalog. It is really common in business to do the bare minimum, and
when a company does a little extra to show appreciation for their customers, I
think it goes a long way. I think most of our customers are very savvy shoppers,
so I don't know that the added visibility of our sticker on a helmet does as
much for us in advertising as we might like; most of our customers know about
us and our top competitors and shop competitively. However it generates a lot
of goodwill, and that is extremely important.

We have many customers say that they have become exclusive WesSpur
customers after receiving poor treatment at the hands of our competitors, and
being impressed with our customer service. The stickers are just one way we
try to show appreciation for our customers, to reinforce that good will and
keep the relationship healthy.

Jeff: You have logos/stickers for other companies on your sticker sheets, do
you get any financial help for printing or is this something you cover for them?
What do your partners think of the sticker sheets and does it help your
relationships with them?

Nathan: When we print our catalog sticker sheet, the bulk of the decals on
there are from our vendors, who pay a fee to be included. This helps offset the
cost of getting the stickers printed and tipped-in to the catalog. We have
excellent repeat vendor presence on the WesSpur sticker sheet, with a large



majority of the vendors who put decals on the very first sheet in 2009 present
every year since then. By printing such a large batch of stickers to go in each
catalog, the price to put a high-quality decal in the hands of a customer
becomes very, very inexpensive, and since our catalog goes directly to the
users in our field, it is a great avenue for direct communication that a vendor
might not otherwise have.

Jeff: How would you rate the overall value of using promotional stickers in
your marketing mix? Are there any other marketing tools that you think have a
better return for the money?

Nathan: High-quality decals are an incredibly efficient way to get our logo,
image, and message out to our customers in a valuable way. We give away hats
and t-shirts in various ways, but the expense is much higher. I don't think we
can find a better value for a giveaway item.

On a more philosophical level, I think one of the reasons that stickers are such
a great promotional item is that they actively involve the customer in creatively
marketing your brand. When someone gets a hat or t-shirt, or water bottle,
either they use it or they don't. When someone gets stickers, they look at them
and then they make the decision about where to put them - helmet or truck or
saw scabbard? Where? How many? It may seem like simple decisions, but I
think that getting the customer to make a creative choice in personalizing their
gear makes more of an emotional connection than just getting an item requiring
no decisionmaking.

The Take Away



• The act of giving stickers as a bonus or gift can, in some cases, be as
valuable, or more valuable for a companies marketing efforts than
impressions made from a sticker being displayed.

• A very efficient way to distribute stickers (Pass & Play) to a very targeted
group of prospects and customers is to include them in a targeted mailing
or catalog.

• Costs can be reduced or even eliminated by producing sticker sheets and
sharing the costs, good will and massive impressions with co-op partners
or vendors.

• In some cases nothing more than a logo or collection of logos is needed
for sticker artwork if those brands connect with the recipient and who
they are.

• Promotional stickers can be much more effective yet cost considerably
less than other promotional products due to actively involving recipients
in the creative process of what to do with their stickers. It strengthens the
emotional connection and is a conversation in it’s own right.

• Take Action: Do your customers have specific equipment or accessories
that they would personalize with a sticker relevant to their work or
interests? Design stickers to go there. Do you mail a catalogue, sales
promos, or annual appeals? Include a low cost sticker gift to strengthen
your connection with recipient. Do you have other vendors or partners
that would appreciate reaching and connecting with your market? Include
them in the promotion and reduce the costs for everyone.



Chapter 7

Sticker Design

"Great design is pushing/focusing the user to do something that he'll thank
you for later."

– Seth Godin



Designing Stickers For Your Cause 
And Your People

There are unlimited options when it comes to designing a promotional sticker.
An effective sticker campaign begins with an effective design. Size, style,
image, color, message… all come down to who displays your sticker and
where. It's your identity and your market, but most importantly, your Badgers
(people wanting and willing to support you and your message).

Promotional stickers can’t be designed like billboards or print advertisements
(unless you completely control their application). In most cases you will be
designing a badge not an ad – a gift not a business card. Before you can
distribute your badge you need to create the medium to attract and connect with
your supporters. Create a (sticky) badge for them, something they are proud to
be associated with and fits their lifestyle, and you will reap tremendous
amounts of exposure. It’s not an ad. It’s not a billboard. It’s not all about you.

Making A Connection

Effective promotional sticker design is like a first date. Sure, you can just
show up and let your reputation (if you have one) and pretty face (if you have
one) make an impression. But, if your date is someone you really want to
impress, influence and hopefully see again, then perhaps you want to bring a
little more to the table. A mix of color, humor, body language, wit, and a keen
interest in their needs may make a much stronger impression that leads to
further conversations and perhaps a longer-term relationship.

What makes you unique? How can you pique someone's interest and leave them
wanting more? Business, sales, advertising, graphic design and promotional
stickers are just like any human interaction - you want to create a good first



impression and make a connection. Whatever you do, don't walk away without
leaving a way to get in touch (or find out more). It is going to take more than
one date or one impression to build a relationship.

Our purpose for creating promotional stickers (and marketing in general) is to
connect with customers and clients (present and future), giving them the
purpose, encouragement and means of spreading the word about your company,
product or idea.

Think about the main interests of your market. Are there slogans, images,
quotes, or humor that would make them smile and want to pass it on? If your
logo alone doesn’t inspire people to spread the word, brainstorm other
possible designs and slogans that might. Your logo or name should still be on
there somewhere but it can be as small as is necessary to properly present your
Core Connecting Concept (CCC) or image.

Creating a sticker people don’t save or display would be like buying your date
a drink they don’t like. Best-case scenario, it sits there and then gets thrown
away. Worst-case scenario they take it to be polite and leave with a sour taste
in their mouth. No, we want our sticker connection, our dates with customers,
to be unique, exciting and something they will want to talk about in a positive
way.

Remember, It’s Not Just About Car Stickers

You need to think beyond the bumper when creating promotional stickers. If
you are looking to maximize impressions and impact you want stickers that are
versatile and can be stuck in any number of locations (indoor and out) -
especially where your target market will see and be most likely to talk about
them. For ski areas, being on cars is great but being on helmets and equipment



is essential as well. For bands, you want to be on guitar cases, equipment,
bathroom walls, etc. (as well as cars). For business to business advertising
you may ideally want to be applied on laptop computers, office equipment or
office doors or walls.

The ideal target location will directly influence the design of your promotional
sticker. Or, it may encourage multiple designs. For instance the size needs to be
quite different for a helmet sticker compared to what will work well on cars.

What’s Your Story?

In business and life it is important to be busy either telling stories or living
stories. If someone asks, "what's your story?" and you don't have an answer or
anything that excites you, it's probably time for a change. Time to shake it up -
time to start creating a better story.

Good marketing requires the telling of stories; What makes you different? What
makes you interesting? What makes you special? Why should someone care or
get excited about what you do? Step one, of course, starts with you personally
caring and being excited about what you do.

What does this have to do with promotional sticker design? Stickers are an
exceptional marketing tool for building and spreading identity - the story. If you
are passionate and excited about what you do you obviously want to share that
passion and grow your community (and bottom line). Remember, a good
promotional sticker is a valued product, a badge, that they choose to display in
order to associate themselves with your message, your story, and your culture.
The sticker you create represents a shared passion.

If people want to be a part of your story you should give them any means
possible to help and encourage them to show that support and further spread



the word? Art, slogans, shape, humor, colors, the tie-ins and reminders of other
marketing or experiences… these are elements that can communicate an
emotion or a story with just a quick glance.

Should Your Designs Scream, 
Whisper… Or Both?

Do you want your fans to scream about how great you are? Or, would you
prefer a subtle whisper? The real question is, what are they willing to do? Are
they of the pure, proud or maniac variety. Should designs be a subtle secret
handshake or loud, obvious branding? Which better fits the identity that you
wish to build and nurture? Which better fits the identity of your customer/fan?

There is no reason to limit your self to one design. Many of the most successful
sticker campaigns offer a choice of sticker designs to accommodate the
diversity of their fans. Different sizes, different colors, different slogans,
different artwork - these choices make your customers feel important and
increase the strength of the connection and the chances of them showcasing and
spreading your name or message.

For the car dealer it makes sense to tag all their autos with a sticker or decal
that blends in with the look of the car - that is subtle and keeps their logo
driving around for years to come. Whether the car buyer is a "sticker person"
or not doesn't really matter.

A heavy metal band or extreme sports company may want their stickers to
scream... because their fans want to scream their allegiance and relationship
with their tribe. A company owned van, truck or car might as well scream a
promotional message - it's a (place and promote) opportunity to have a
traveling billboard advertising and building identity.



A ski resort or company may have a core logo sticker but then also have a
color or slogan more desirable to women, or kids, or snowboarders. A school
may have one sticker for students and another for alumni. One very small
school in New Hampshire that Websticker.com worked with, used over 10
different slogans and messages on bumper stickers to offer different options
that would resonate with different parents.

The Elements Of Great Sticker Design

There are three basic elements in all sticker designs; promotional, artistic and
personal. A purely promotional sticker may be a logo, an advertisement or a
sign. An artistic sticker may add artistic flare – fun art, pictures and design
highlights. And, as we’ve been discussing, many stickers are 99 displayed for
“personal” reasons. Some stickers are more like badges or tattoos – they
boldly project who you are and what you like or connect to.

The best promotional stickers incorporate all three elements. Apple Computers
sticker is promotional (it’s their recognizable logo), artistic (there are no
words needed) and personal (many people have a deep affinity for their Apple
products). Grateful Dead stickers combined art and symbols that tied directly
in with album art, images and logos to create very personal badges. So, we are
back to finding your Core Connecting Concepts and incorporating those with
strong design elements.

And, note that although we are talking about many different factors and design
considerations, simplicity is still essential. An image or message must be clear
and concise. The sticker design needs to convey a message and make an
impression quickly, clearly, and often from a distance.

The sticker art, shape, size, fun, personal connection… all need to resonate



instantly with the potential displayer. So, we return again to a plan and
knowing your target market; where will they put the stickers? What colors do
they like? How big is too big? What slogan or image are they willing to tattoo
with pride on one of their personal possessions? Answer these questions and
design a sticker (or stickers) that personally and artistically connects with your
tribe/market.

Reminder: Work on building the love before building the badge. This is about
them as much as it’s about you. Without their interest and love, you have
nothing.

The Designer’s Dilemma

For most advertising projects a designer is designing for one viewer or user -
trying to grab their attention and impart a desired action ("pick up the phone,"
"note these amazing benefits," "act now!" "remember us," etc.). But, with
promotional stickers there can be more than one viewer/user being targeted
and the desired action may be different for each.

First and foremost, your sticker design must attract and connect with the initial
intended recipient - the shopper, the trade show attendee, the direct mail
recipient, etc.. The design and method of distribution will determine whether
the stickers resonate, are held on to, or are thrown in the trash. At this stage
what you want the "user to do" is simply want the sticker and keep it. Ideally, a
percentage of the distributed stickers will be applied somewhere to show off
their affiliation with you. Just as with social media, you need to release the
photo or comment before anyone can be influenced or interact with it.

The second factor when considering effective sticker design comes after the
sticker is posted or displayed. Now the design needs to attract and hopefully



resonate with different viewers in different circumstances. When stickers are
placed on car bumpers, ski helmets, laptop computers you have a new location,
new target, new goal of what you want viewer to do. Will they laugh, be
shocked, start a conversation, or discover your business or slogan?

As an example, a company might have a popular slogan and print it on a full
sized bumper sticker. The fan/recipient may find it hilarious and appreciate the
gift and the sentiment. But there may be no way they would ever put the giant
sticker on their car – they have no interest in screaming about their affiliation,
as positive as it may be. Thus the opportunity is lost for further impressions
and actions because the sticker was designed with only half of the distribution
and exposure goals in mind.

Product Spotlight: The Sticker Sheet

One way to encourage sticker applications in different locations or distribute
different messages and designs is to put multiple stickers on one sheet for
distribution. We saw a great example of this in the WesSpur interview and
we’ll see it again in the upcoming interview with Jason at J Skis. This is both a
design tip and a Pass and Play distribution tip. A sticker sheet is simply the
inclusion of multiple peeloff stickers grouped on one sheet. Here are a few of
the benefits of grouping stickers on a sheet.



Self-Packaged - There is no need for additional packaging when distributing
multiple stickers. Everything you want to deliver is right there on one
sheet – no bags, no bands, no boxes, no loose pieces.

Low Cost - With sticker sheets there is just one cost for printing and die
cutting. Separate stickers in different shapes and colors would require
printing several different jobs.

Multi Designs - You can deliver different slogans, logos, or artwork on the
one piece. This can come in handy if you have multiple products, designs,
slogans, or partners/sponsors sharing the medium.

Multi Sizes - You may not need different designs or logos, but it can be
effective to distribute different sizes that are applicable to different
surfaces. For example, one sticker for cars and one for helmets… or one
for a phone and one for laptop.

Multi Options - More size and design options also means more choices for
recipients to find something they like. And, if they connect with something
that resonates and they like, it’s more likely the sticker will be applied



somewhere and live on to make further impressions.

Back Copy - There is plenty of space on the back of a sticker sheet to add
further information or use as a mailable postcard.

Get Fans Involved With Design:

One of the best ways to be assured your sticker designs resonate with your
target market is to get them involved in the design process. Special contests
and feedback from your customers are easier than ever with social media and
surveys. Take a vote - ask the people who will be displaying your sticker what
design they like best. Or, ask them to submit ideas or designs themselves.

Getting customers and fans involved in the design process not only gives you
an idea of what designs or messages will connect, it also raises awareness
(and possible pre-sales) before any investment is committed. Maybe you’ll
discover the need to go back to the drawing board or find a new angle. Perhaps
you’ll generate awesome ideas but require professional help with artwork.
Maybe you’ll find that opinions are split between multiple designs and there is
a need for multiple stickers or sticker sheets.

The end goal in your marketing campaign is stronger relationships and
increased exposure. So conversations and the sharing of ideas and images with
your fans, supporters and customers is just as valuable virtually as it is with
the finished promo sticker. A strong community requires strong communication
and respect amongst members – including them in the development of their
sticker strengthens connections and will lead to a better product, gift or badge.



Smile Harder:

The little things in your marketing can make a big difference in the success of
your business. You probably won't read it in many marketing books, but a
simple smile is one of the most important and powerful marketing tools you
and your employees possess. Whether you see customers face to face or work
with them via phone or internet, a sincere smile shows (or projects) you care,
are interested and are enthusiastic. A smile strengthens the bond
(relationship)with your customers and increases their trust and confidence in
you and your business. Hence they are much more apt to smile as well, buy
from you and return again.

Design and distribute stickers with this in mind. Ask, “how can I increase the
amount of smiles with this medium?” Giving them as a gift? Making them cute,
clever or humorous? Remember, promotional stickers, just as overall
marketing, is about strengthening relationships resulting in more smiling on
both sides. Take the time needed to creatively test, plan and increase the
overall smile quotient.

Design Checklist – 
Considerations Before You Order

Here are 6 things you should consider when designing your promotional
stickers and planning your campaign. These are in no particular order of
importance.

1. Know your purpose and market. Do your fans, customers or target market
like the design idea – do they “get it” and connect with (or react to) the
message and art? Have you incorporated promotional, artistic and
personal elements in the design. Would they buy it? Will they display it?



Where will they display it?

As you begin to develop your sticker design(s) it is important to get
opinions and feedback whenever possible to make sure you are headed
in the right direction – creating a sign/label, a badge or a gift that
resonates.

2. Where will the completed stickers ideally be applied and how long do
they need to stay there? Is the logo for application on a particular
product? Cars? Laptops? Shipping boxes? Cell phones? Walls? Gas
Pumps? Clothing? Is the sticker for a temporary promotion or a long-
term outdoor campaign? It is also important to consider the possible
unexpected locations someone may apply the sticker.

The answer to this question will help determine the best material (indoor
or outdoor), print method and size of the completed promo sticker.

3. How will the sticker be distributed? Will the sticker be handed out at
trade shows? Sold in stores? Mailed in an envelope with other
materials? Bundled with product? Or, will you be applying them
yourself? The answer to this question will help determine size, style and
if any added features such as hole punching, shrink wrapping, die cutting,
etc. are needed.

4. What other information is needed on the sticker besides the logo or
graphic? Will the logo stand alone on the sticker or will there also be a
URL, slogan or other contact info? Will there be a coupon, ad or
information on the back of the sticker? Will there be multiple stickers
grouped on one sheet?

Again, these answers will help determine optimal size and style of the



sticker and if a special die (custom cutting) is needed?

5. Is there anything you can adjust or change graphically to improve the
overall power and look of the sticker design? Would adding a border
help frame the logo? Would changing the color scheme have more
impact? Would die-cutting (special shape) or using a different base
material add to the perceived value? Is the design cluttered? Is
everything legible and do the most important elements "pop"?

Answering these questions and exploring/testing alternative
design/layout options will ensure the final printed sticker meets most
needs and is the best identity building marketing tool possible for your
business.

6. Based on the specific answers to feedback and the above questions, what
is the best size, shape, material and printing method for the sticker? Does
the optimized design fit well in a printers available stock sizes or
shapes? Or does the sticker need to be a custom shape with a custom die
cut?

Answers to these questions will determine the ideal printing partner and
product at the best possible price for each sticker project. For the last two
considerations, I would encourage working together with a designer or the
sticker manufacturer.

Should You Design-It-Yourself?

According to Seth Godin, "Great design is pushing/focusing the user to do
something that he'll thank you for later." That is not easy. With today’s
technology it seems anyone can (and is encouraged to) be a "designer." But, it
takes experienced designers to truly create an effective marketing piece -



something that actually "sticks" in the mind of the viewer, accurately reflects an
identity or story, or encourages a particular action.

This is not to say that a great deal of the brainstorming and planning can’t be
done by a business and it’s community (see checklist above) ahead of time.
The creative community of the Grateful Dead created many effective t-shirt and
sticker designs. But, in their case the community really was an integral part of
the product and there were many great artists available to creatively reflect the
identity. There also were less available design tools on-line and off
encouraging non-artistic members of the community to create or upload their
own designs.

Here’s a bumper sticker slogan for you; “Choose People, Not Robots!” Just
because it’s possible to create your own designs online, doesn’t necessarily
mean it’s the best choice for your business or customers. As was discussed in
the marketing section, your goal is not necessarily to sell the customer quickly
with limited interaction, but to build trust and then help create the best product
or solution for your customer’s needs.

Regardless of your artistic and design skills everyone can benefit from extra
proofing, marketing suggestions, or help preparing art for printing. On-line
automation can take that personal expertise and fine-tuning needlessly out of
the production equation.



Chapter 8

Jason Levinthal Interview

“A sticker is like the ultimate candy, hanging, dangling on the end of a rope.
It’s the easiest way to incentivize someone… A cheap, little, simple sticker is

the biggest leverage I’ve got, and the closest I can get to shaking their
hand.”

– Jason Levinthal





Interview: Jason Levinthal, J Skis

Surfing, BMX, skiing, snowboarding… youth oriented sports were early
adaptors and a perfect fit for stickers - kids love stickers. So, it’s important
that we take a closer look at how stickers are being used by companies in the
youth targeted sports industry. Action sports companies have appreciated the
power of stickers for a long time and are perhaps closest to the evolution of
their use as a marketing tool.

I knew just who to talk to for more insight. Jason Levinthal founded Line Skis
and essentially started the twin-tip ski revolution. In the mid 90’s the ski
industry became stagnant and snowboarding was quickly surpassing it in the
eyes of young consumers. Shorter twin tip skis allowed for more tricks, more
excitement and more innovation in the sport.

Line Skis eventually sold to Karhu and later to K2 Sports. Jason recently
moved on to start a new ski company called simply J (skis),
http://www.jskis.com to take advantage of new production, sales and
marketing techniques. He continues to innovate and uses promotional stickers
as his #1 marketing tool. Your business may not target young adrenaline
junkies, but I’m sure there are many lessons from Jason that will spur ideas you
can use in your own business. I sat down with Jason at his Burlington, Vermont
office.

Jeff: Tell us about your new ski company and why you started it.

Jason: My 18 years at Line skis was great. We became a top-five ski company
in the US. It became a big machine, thus needed to maintain a more traditional
way of doing business. However, over the two decades I saw so much change
in the way business could be done. Thanks to new technology and the ability to
outsource just about everything on an as needed basis, I realized I could

http://www.jskis.com


potentially run a much leaner and easier to scale business as literally a one
man show. I’m just a rebel minded creative person so I wanted to try this new
way of operating.

I left Line and I started this ski company, J skis. It’s going well and surprisingly
working even better than I expected. I now literally have a laptop and a cell
phone, that’s my overhead. I advertise directly to the consumers. I sell directly
to consumers. I even develop product with the consumer. Instead of years, it
now takes months to bring new product to market. I simply needed to start from
scratch to do all of this.

Jeff: How long have you been using promotional stickers in your marketing
programs? What type of stickers do you use and what’s their primary purpose
for your company?

Jason: I’ve been using stickers since day-one. In fact, over the years people
have made fun of me for it. When Karhu first bought Line, the ongoing joke was
that my entire marketing budget was stickers – I truly believe there’s no other
way to get more for your marketing money!

I was always of the mind set that you need to get your consumers to not only be
your advocates, but also your marketing and advertising department. My goal
was always to leverage my consumer following - whether it be 5 people or
5,000 people, to build my brand and awareness. To pay a magazine to do it you
pay thousands of dollars to communicate one message, one time, to only the
people that spend money to buy the magazine. After the consumer sees your ad,
they flip the page and the next ad is of your competition. One hundred pages
later, your ad just blends in with the rest of the white noise. When they put the
magazine down what was the take away?

Now the digital world of advertising can get you in front of more eyeballs, in a



more affordable way. However with so many messages, so many images, so
much content clicking, ‘like’ means less and less, and again you eventually
blend in with the rest of the white noise of infinite digital content.Don’t get me
wrong, I still advertise in print and leverage social media more than most, my
point is that in order to stand out, you ultimately need to be different, which
equates to doing things a bit differently.

In marketing you have to find something that can root itself deeper into the
mind of the consumer. You need to do something that will stand out from the
rest. It’s best if you can physically interact with the consumer, and virally
spread it to others that the consumer comes in contact with. What’s the most
efficient way to accomplish this? I think everyone would agree, right down to
the president of the United States, the best way to get someone committed to
you, your product or message is to shake their hand and talk face to face. If one
at a time you could knock on every consumer’s door, shake their hand, have a
conversation… that would be the best. Since that’s not possible, the next best
thing is to physically interact with them. If you can’t shake their hand or talk to
them face-to-face you can give them something. Give them something they can
hold in their hand, better yet, something for free. How many times in that
consumer’s life have they gotten something valuable for free?

Finding an item that everyone will be stoked on is very difficult. Financially
you’d think it would need to be very expensive to carry value. Maybe a shirt,
but that’s going to cost me 12 dollars and it may not even fit. The least
expensive gift is actually a sticker and it doesn't have to fit. They can use it in a
million different spots. They can apply it to anything and it will continue to
infinitely advertise your brands to others.

If you do it right it’s an extension of their personality so they're leveraging your
brand to communicate who they are to other people. They're using you and



thanking you for it. They appreciate you giving them something that helps them
communicate who they are, it’s cool, and it was FREE!

I’m targeting young consumer, they don't receive much in the mail, if anything.
They don't even get a bill in the mail! Remember when you were a kid and you
didn’t receive anything and then one day you got an envelope addressed to
you? The fact it has your name on it is cool, let alone the fact it’s a gift, a
sticker from a brand you think is cool that represents something you're into.
That’s huge! And something no other brands have done for you.

Jeff: How do you get stickers into the hands of your target market?

Jason: You wouldn’t believe the stacks of envelopes we use to get at Line.
We’d tell kids to send a self addressed stamped envelope and we’ll send you
back a sticker. It was very cool to get letters from your consumers as a
company but at the end of the day it added barriers to participate. They have to
buy 2 stamps, put one on an envelope & address it to themselves, fold it up and
then mail it to me - now that requires a lot of effort from the customer. Kids
don't even know what a self-addressed stamped envelope is anymore.

If you offered one hundred people free stickers this way, I bet only a couple of
them would actually follow through mailing to you. A hundred people are
stoked on your company, a hundred people want your sticker, a hundred people
want to help promote your company to their friends… but only one or two will
actually follow through.

Now, I’m capturing the full hundred people. Everything is digital. They’re
online already and they type their mailing address and their email. Boom!
They’re getting a sticker. Yes, the cost is entirely on me, but for me there is no
better way of spreading awareness and credibility for my brand.



Jeff: You’re also getting their email and physical address so they are now
locked into your community and future marketing efforts.

Jason: Exactly! The old way if they mailed me an envelope I’d need to re-type
their info into my database (never happened). Today, the consumer is entering
their own info and there are zero barriers to entry. It takes less than a minute of
their time and is FREE, every consumer’s favorite word. In 7 months I had
7,500 people’s email and physical address. Now, when I want to mail out
catalogs or send emails about my brand and products, I know each person I’m
reaching out to is a 100% qualified, potential consumer of mine. My list is
100% people that participate in my sport, they are interested in my brand and
products, and now I’ve got a direct line to communicate with them any time.
I’m not wasting money buying a mailing list & crossing my fingers that some of
the people on it may like what I have to offer. Instead I spend that money to
cultivate my own database of true verified potential consumers.

With my system, someone is raising their hand saying, “hey, I like what you’re
doing and I want to be a part of it.” You’re interacting with a consumer that
actually wants to interact with you and promote your brand. Every few weeks
I’m directly communicating with them through e-mail. At anytime I can send
them a catalog, which in many ways takes the place of the previously
mentioned magazine ad but much more in-depth and no distracting ads from my
competition. I could send them more stickers... send them whatever I want.

A sticker is like the ultimate candy, hanging, dangling on the end of a rope. It’s
the easiest way to incentivize someone to sign up. Without stickers if I asked
someone online to give me their address, I simply wouldn’t get it. Nobody
wants to take the time to fill in those nine boxes and most try hard not to give
out their contact info. A cheap little simple sticker is the biggest leverage I’ve
got, and the closest I can get to shaking their hand.



Jeff: Other than people requesting stickers on-line and getting them for free,
do you use stickers anywhere else?

Jason: For me, everywhere I go I always have them in my pocket. Our sticker
sheet [multiple stickers on one postcard or sheet] is cool and solves so much.
If we made multiple individual stickers with different messages it would just
be too complicated & expensive to send for free and I couldn’t properly
communicate my entire message. Now I put everything on one postcard sheet.
The kids get 8 or 10 stickers at once with the information about my company
printed on the back. I can just stack those postcards in my car, my pocket, my
bag if I’m at an airport or wherever I am.

If I’m at my kid’s baseball game and some kid’s mom says “my son is a big fan
of your company,” I can walk over and give him a couple of sticker sheets. I’ll
tell him, “give some of these to your friends too… thanks for spreading the
word.” That kid is stoked! And he’s a hero for hooking up his friends too. The
enthusiasm for my brand continues to spread exponentially.

Jeff: Not only is it a much better value for you in producing the stickers to
group them on a sheet, but there is also a much higher perceived value for the
recipient. But, I know you also have other individually cut stickers. How do
those come into play?

Jason: Yes, I have my ‘premier’ stickers. When you give someone a die cut
decal or larger sticker for the back of their car windows, these are gold - they
have real value. I’m actually selling these stickers and I give them out to
special people. It’s an accessory you can order - you may not have 500 dollars
for a ski but you can get the next best thing that still represents your connection
to the company and culture. Sometimes, I make a gold die cut logo decal and I
put that in with orders of skis. Only if you ordered the ski will you have one of



those. It’s special. Even if you never tell or show anyone the sticker it’s an in-
the-know thing that strengthens our relationships. Stickers are like dollar bills.
It’s a commodity for the consumer, and the rarer they are the better.

Jeff: So, you have stickers distributed as freebies and stickers sold as
products, are there any other ways you get stickers out to the public or use them
to find new customers?

Jason: I give them to athletes, camps, clubs, shops... give them a stack of
stickers. As an example “Level 1” is a film company that has a retail store -
they told me to send them a bunch of stickers so they could drop one in with
each consumer’s online order. Now a skier orders a shirt from their shop… the
shirt is not my brand but the customer gets my stickers included with the order.
They open the box - they see the shirt they paid for plus free stickers from my
brand and say, “Whoa! That’s cool, I got free stickers from J skis too!”

The consumer is further stoked on the Level 1 shop for giving them something
free they didn't ask for, but, this person is also learning about my brand and I’m
associating my brand with that shop in the mind of the consumer. Level 1 is
really authentic in the skiing community. If they’re giving a ‘J’ sticker out, J
skis must also be equally as authentic and cool. They’re introducing that kid to
me and saying, “Hey we’re down with this company so you should be too!”
Stickers are making that introduction possible.

Jeff: As far as how people perceive your stickers, do you think they’re
viewed as a gift… a badge… a cool accessory or, all of the above?

Jason: It’s a communication piece and a status symbol. The weirdest thing
about stickers is in theory they really are a dime a dozen. They’re cheap as
hell. 99 percent of the time you get them for free. Yet, they're treated as a
valuable product that’s hard to get. They have way more perceived value than



their associated costs.

Jeff: Is that value in the giving of the sticker as a gift or the impressions they
make once applied to a helmet, lamppost or elsewhere? Or, is the value in
what you get in exchange for the stickers… the email and the address.
Obviously, there’s value in all those things but is one more valuable than
another?

Jason: I actually think the biggest value for my company is that initial
interaction and impression. I think it’s in the moment the customer or a
potential customer, receives a sticker. It’s opening an envelope or taking it out
of someone else’s hand and realizing this is a physical product of value that I
am now holding… given to me by this brand.

When I say physical interaction that’s a heavy word. What else can you do
physically with marketing? Every other type of marketing is visual, not
physical, unless it’s an event or you literally shake their hand. When people get
my sticker, they post it on Instagram, Snapchat, all over social media saying,
“thanks for the sticker”. They’re potentially starting conversations with
thousands of followers because they have my brand’s sticker. That only
happens because there was physical interaction. When that consumer saw the
sticker on my website they didn't do anything, they didn’t promote it at all. It
was ‘getting it’ in their hands that triggered their justification to brag about it to
their friends.

I’m often asked, “I love your company, what can I do to help promote it?”
That’s a hard question to answer because you can’t come to my office and
answer my email for me - you can’t edit a video or give me money. So, what
can you do? “Take this sticker and spread the word.” That’s it. “Go and sign up
for a free sticker and help me spread the word.” They don’t want you to say,



“Keep ‘liking’ what I do.” They want to physically do something.

You give them a stack of stickers and say give these out to your friends. Then
they are out marketing for you. How much better is that than traditional
advertising?

Jeff: So you have no problem giving people more than one sticker?

Jason: No. I give out stickers like crazy - I’m just pouring them out. Of course
they need to want one. If you throw a bunch into an audience at a rock concert
then it’s a waste of money. You don’t want them to be used by people who
aren’t truly your authentic target consumer. Don’t just pile them on a local
convenient store countertop. If I was Coca Cola, maybe?

Jeff: On a different tact, how do you choose and create your sticker designs?

Jason: We consider a few things. Is it visually cool and what does it
communicate? How is this going to integrate with what they put it on? I always
make the background black. That’s a simple strategy because most objects they
put it on are dark, like car windows, etc. You want to make it look good.
Custom shapes are also key. If I put a slogan with just a rectangle behind it, it’s
going to look like crap compared to die cutting around the shape. You need to
make it visually “cool” with a high level of attention to detail like any other
product you make under your brand name.

The other part is what it says. What’s the message? If someone sees a ‘J’ they
don’t necessarily know it’s for ‘J’ Skis unless they are “in-the-know”.
Sometimes this is a good thing to keep up your cool factor - a secret handshake
type of thing, like seeing the Volcom Stone symbol and knowing what it means
versus your mom who doesn’t.



Jeff: So, you often speak in code to a degree? If the value is in the relationship
with your customers and fans I guess there is no need for any blatant branding?

Jason: It all depends on your goal for that particular sticker. Sometimes we
want the text to be witty or funny, other times it represents a “secret
handshake”, sometimes it’s just a blatant ad for my brand. Regardless, the main
goal is it needs to make someone want to stick it to something. If the sticker
just says ‘we make awesome skis,’ no one wants to show that off. If it says
something funny like, ‘skiers just get in the way’ or, is an image of a cat with
sunglasses smoking… humor and inside jokes can add value. These stickers
may not seem to directly advertise the brand but it definitely reinforces to the
consumer that this is a company like no other. There’s a purpose for every
design.

Jeff: The stickers on your freebie sheet are pretty small. Where are you hoping
these will be applied?

Jason: Helmets, laptops, all of today’s electronics… perhaps they’re a bit too
stealth for a car but these are more for high volume tagging and gorilla
marketing.

Jeff: And if someone wants a cool “badge” for their car they can pay for that?

Jason: Yes, I include these larger stickers with every product I sell. It might
cost me a bit, but I just add that into the cost of goods. It’s important to get
these marketing tools into people’s hands while also strengthening our
relationship with customers that actually did buy something from you. They’re
your biggest advocates and a free unexpected gift with purchase takes their
allegiance to the next level. I send a personal note and a bunch of stickers in an
envelope with each ski I sell. I give them a surprise gift too - some little swag
item.



It’s amazing the pictures kids post on Instagram, Facebook and all over the
web. They lay out the stickers and they lay out the skis… or take selfies, with
the skis and stickers. They obviously see a lot of value in the extra stickers.

Jeff: Why do you think more companies aren’t capitalizing on promo stickers?
And, why aren’t stickers ever discussed in any marketing books, articles or
seminars?

Jason: I think it’s because they’re so cheap they’re simply overlooked.
Companies often write big complicated marketing plans that have big costs
thus it’s assumed you get the biggest results. Mailing free stickers to consumers
is too obvious, too cheap, too simple, thus seems it must not be as worthwhile.
I also believe most companies want their marketing to be project oriented,
with a clear start and end date - after it’s done, it’s done. Giving out free
stickers is not a ‘project,’ it’s infinite and needs to be run more like your
ongoing day-to-day operations than a one-time project.

With stickers you have to organize an actual system. No one wants to create a
system just for “stickers” - it’s laughed at during meetings. It gets swept under
the carpet as “yeah, ok whatever, give away stickers. . . but make sure they buy
them! We can’t afford to give away stickers to thousands of customers for free!
Now lets get back to that $150,000 ad campaign!” During tight times, the boss
might say, “If we can’t do it all, what can we cut? Wait you spent 6 hours
putting stickers in envelopes? That’s ridiculous - cut it!”

Jeff: So, larger companies just don’t want to put the resources into making a
sticker campaign or system work. It sounds like they just don’t understand the
value they can get out of it?

Jason: It’s a mindset. You have to experience it to believe it. Most companies
are still selling a product through retailers so your marketing is ultimately



formulated around that retailer and their perspective on consumer motivations -
instead of actual consumer motivations.

Stickers are not simple because your company never deals with anything quite
like it. The thing is a nightmare if you don’t give it proper planning like any of
your other initiatives. You need a system. There just is no system for a
company to pick up the phone and say, “I want you to be my fulfillment house
for sticker requests.” I’ve had everything from a room of 10 interns all stuffing
envelopes buying them pizza & beer to paying employees to bring them home
to put together. I now pay a mailing house to handle it and it’s never been
easier.

Jeff: As a small business, selling direct to the consumer, how would you rate
the value of using promotional stickers in your overall marketing mix?

Jason: Obviously, it’s number one. Second, I spend money on online
marketing. Then I spend money on print ads last… which I rarely get to.
Stickers are, by far the biggest return on my investment.

The Take Away:

• It is very possible to leverage your consumer following and have them
help do your marketing for you for free. Strong communication,
relationships and the proper tools are the key.

• Never underestimate the power of physical interactions in your marketing.

• “If you do it [stickers] right it’s an extension of their personality so
they're leveraging your brand to communicate who they are to other



people.”
– Jason Levinthal

• New technology makes it easier then ever to exchange a gift for accurate
addresses and contact info on-line. And, the list you are building can be
100% qualified.

• Sticker sheets are a great way to distribute multiple stickers and designs
to your market. There is a higher perceived value for the recipient
(they’re getting more) and a better production value for the company
(consolidated print runs).

• Design your stickers specifically (as cool gifts/products) for your best
customers and target market. It doesn’t necessarily need to make any
sense to anyone else and in some cases coded, mysterious or outrageous
stickers can garner more interest, exposure and conversations.

• Not all stickers should be freebies. Larger stickers or special styles and
designs can be sold as product or used as premium gifts to special
insiders or VIP customers.

• Most companies are not taking advantage of the power of promo stickers,
due to underestimating the marketing power for the price, and not having a
system or plan in place that leverages the distribution efforts.

• If you are a consumer centric, youth targeting business and don’t utilize
promotional stickers, you have a big problem.

Using Stickers In All Three Marketing Stages

In case you were hoping for more concrete examples of the three stages of



marketing discussed earlier in this book, and how stickers might fit in with that
ongoing marketing cycle, we now have a perfect example with J Skis.

Invite People In – Jason offers free stickers online to introduce himself and
invite his target market to connect with his message, products and culture.
He, in turn, gets their contact information and can build, not only a strong,
qualified list of prospects, but, an enthusiastic community.

Make Them Comfortable – He follows through on his offer of free quality
stickers – a physical (more intimate) introduction to his brand. His market
is now connected with his story and mission – which does not involve any
high pressure sales but merely a welcoming place for a tribe of fellow
skiers to get involved in helping create products, talk skiing, and feel they
are a part of something cool.

Send Them Happily On Their Way – If a purchase is made from J Skis they
always are given something extra – a special limited edition sticker or
other swag item. If they don’t make a purchase they are still treated
equally as part of the community – welcome to be involved in any way
they want.

Invite Them Back In – There is no need – they are already “in” as connected
followers and participants.

Followers and fans continue to get behind the scene access and a voice in the
direction of the brand. Trust is built. The relationship strengthened. They are
on the team, love being a part of it and are spreading the word to others via
word of mouth (online and off-line)… and their cool stickers (badges).



Chapter 9

Prod & Profit Distribution

“We made it worthwhile for them to proclaim their love and affiliation. And,
the results were very worthwhile for us – more than compensating for any

small incentives.”

- Akhil Garland



Creating Badgers And The Power of Asking

So, we arrive at the third and final distribution method, which basically takes
Pass and Play distribution and cranks it up a few notches. Instead of passively
mailing or handing out stickers, a concerted effort or incentive goes into
encouraging the use and display of the promotional stickers, thus increasing the
amount of impressions and conversations.

The marketing power of stickers is strongest when they are willingly
displayed. When stickers represent endorsements, rather than ads or signage
they are going to make a more persuasive impression on viewers. So yes, you
can scatter your promo stickers to the wind and hope they end up displayed by
fans and supporters, but it might make more sense to prod, encourage, or just
ask those supporters to display a sticker.

Many radio stations run contests – “display our bumper sticker, be spotted on
the road, and win.” This type of campaign doesn’t necessarily need to be
limited to radio stations. With social media, many types of businesses can run
contests or reward programs by having people upload pictures of their stickers
“in action”.

Don’t forget the space on the back of a sticker is available to help direct the
recipient towards a particular action. “Visit our website… join our street
team… apply this sticker… post photos… enter this contest and win…” etc.

A politician running for office can ask an audience, "Who does not want to
support me with a bumper sticker on their car?" When no one raises their hand
he puts his team to work in the parking lot after the event. This might ride the
edge of proper etiquette but the idea can be reigned in a little from politician
levels.



It's not always about bumper stickers on cars. How about the carpet cleaning
business that asks the homeowner if it's alright if they put a sticker on their
vacuum so they can be easily contacted in case of future (carpet) emergencies?
That takes a page from the plumber, electrician or appliance repairman that
already has his territory staked out with contact stickers or coupons in
appropriate locations in customers’ homes.

How about ski resorts or bike shops? Instead of just handing out stickers (or
selling them) why not directly ask the visitor or customer if a sticker can be put
on their bike, helmet or car… right now? Maybe they say no. Maybe you've
just kicked in one of the most affordable and effective marketing and word of
mouth campaigns ever.

At the end of this chapter we discuss the Well School which doubled
enrollment with a community bumper sticker and yard sign campaign. All it
took was some design personalization, permission (asking) and a small
incentive. And, let’s not forget a strong plan and an organized system for
proper execution.

Are you starting to get an idea of how many powerful sticker campaigns are
possible with a little bit of creativity, effort and incentive? The point isn’t just
getting a sticker into someone’s hands, but also getting your sticker out in front
of thousands of prospects. A little planning and effort can go a long way
towards this goal.

The Four P’s of Prod & Promote Distribution

As a quick review of the main stages in a sticker campaign let’s take a look at
the four P’s. These are the same steps and stages of all of the sticker
distribution methods, other than the addition of persuasion and prodding.



Personalize – Create sticker designs that connect with your target market.
“That looks cool.” “That’s funny.” “That’s important information.”

Permission – Get the sticker in the hands of those people willing to support
you. “I’ll take one of those.” “Can I have one?”

Persuade (Prod) – Offer incentives or heartfelt reasons for supporters to take
the extra step and display the sticker badge. Or, if possible, ask
permission and apply the stickers for them. “I’ll be in that contest.” “That
discount makes it well worthwhile.” “Sure, you can stick that on my
helmet.”

Promote – Now focus on something else while your community of Badgers
takes over a big portion of your marketing efforts – raising awareness,
endorsing and spreading the word. “Oh, I love these guys.” “Yea, you
should check it out.”

Remember Seth Godin’s quote about great design being something that people
will thank you for? If you have done your job right and have a great sticker
design that is perceived as a gift or a badge by enthusiastic fans and supporters
then why wouldn’t they thank you for it and be receptive to applying it in a
visible location? If they want to save or collect it, or give one to a friend, no
problem, give them two… or five.

Putting Prod And Profit To Work

Start close to home. Do all your employees, friends and family have your
promo sticker(s) on their cars? Whether it's a small promotional sticker that
you hand out or sell to the public, or a giant sticker exclusively for company
and employee vehicles, there is no reason you shouldn't utilize this readily



available, low cost advertising space.

What type of incentive would it take to have all employees take part in an
identity building sticker program? Hopefully, it wouldn't take much for
employees who are excited and happy about where they work. Maybe it's as
simple as just asking. Maybe a small cash incentive? Perhaps just a big Thank
You Party or dinner at the end of a certain period of exposure-time.

With the high cost of billboards and other print advertising, the low cost, high
exposure potential of promotional stickers is more powerful than ever.
Remember, stickers aren't usually viewed by the public as "advertising" but as
testimonials and signs of support. There is only so much you can do to
encourage customers to place a sticker in a visible location (like being a great
company and offering a well designed, "cool" sticker). But, with employees,
you already are paying them to promote and support your company so why not
encourage them to take that support out on the road?After employees, friends
and family it’s time to “encourage” your community of customers, supporters
and fans to get in the game.

If just asking isn't enough, what incentives can you use to further encourage
people taking part in your sticker campaign? How can you prod or make it
worth their while; Discounts? Contests? Random drawings? VIP access?

Perhaps for your top, VIP customers there is a “special edition” sticker only
available if they attended a particular event or bought into a certain
“membership” level. Perhaps, as long as you are asking, you can offer sticker
choices and further engage them with your brand. The point is to make people
feel special and give them something of value that they will be much more
likely to display as a badge and talk about.

Jason Levinthal at J Skis has special stickers that are only given out to people



that buy his skis. That’s a true VIP badge that is highly valued. The limited
edition skis are the customer’s badge when out on the ski slopes, but the
limited edition sticker is the badge that can go anywhere else. Those customers
are happy to proclaim, “I not only support this brand, I’m an owner, an
insider... I’m special.

Utilizing The Internet And Social Media

Jason Levinthal uses the internet (and Prod and Profit Distribution) in a number
of ways to super charge his marketing campaigns and put stickers to work.
First he uses the stickers as “candy” or an incentive to con nect with his
company. Give him an e-mail, name and address and he’ll send you free
stickers. He builds a qualified mailing list and community – they receive
stickers, a product and badge which has real value to them. He has leveraged
the virtual world to elicit a real world, physical introduction and connection to
his brand.

By being authentic and generous Jason can virtually ignore traditional
“advertising” and jump straight into introducing himself and his product and
forming relationships. Stickers are starting conversations before they have
actually been physically sent or handed to a fan or prospect.

After stickers are distributed don’t forget the potential power of social media.
How can you encourage people to get creative with their stickers (off-line) and
then post and spread photos (or videos) on-line? Well, for starters you can ask
and encourage, and then engage with those that do. But, you can also reward
those fans that are helping promote and spread the word and images of your
brand.

Have a contest on-line - who can place a sticker in the most interesting,



unusual or visible location? Who can get the most creative and artistic by
altering your stickers or coming up with new sticker ideas? Just as with
stickers on cars, the exposure on-line can be extensive. These impressions are
basically free so it can be well worthwhile to offer cash or product incentives.
And, there certainly can be more than one “winner” - the more impressions, the
more engagement, the more conversations, the better.



Interview: Akhil Garland, The Well School

Yes, I believe every business can benefit from the use of promo stickers in
some way. I also believe that with just a little creativity and the power of
"asking" those benefits can be substantially magnified. Here is a great example
that proves you don’t need to be a big company or organization to effectively
launch a sticker campaign and with a little creativity, the right plan, and a small
incentive the results can be dramatic.

I asked Akhil Garland, who at the time was the director of The Well School in
New Hampshire, some questions about his effective sticker campaign, which
utilizes all four P’s of effective sticker distribution.

Jeff: Akhil, let’s start with the results of your campaign. What did you
accomplish?

Akhil: Well, we nearly doubled the enrollment of our private, Pre-K through
8th grade school in a few short years.

Jeff: And you did this entirely with promotional stickers?

Akhil: We used a combination of bumper stickers and yard signs… and of
course had an excellent product.



Jeff: What led you to this unique and interesting marketing idea? I don’t think
for most schools it would even cross their minds to build enrollment with
stickers and yard signs.

Akhil: We were looking for an inexpensive way to grow our enrollment. We
did not have money in our marketing budget to do any significant advertising,
so we were really stuck. Of course, if our enrollment were higher we would
have had the cash flow to afford a robust marketing campaign. But as some say,
‘necessity is the mother of invention,’ and so out of necessity we brainstormed
other ways of getting our name out and building enrollment that might not be
expensive.

When we thought about our organization we considered that while maybe we
were cash-poor, we had a number of families that owned homes with yards on
main roads in our community. We thought they could potentially put up yard
signs advertising The Well School. And, everyone has a car. We ended up
coming up with a “We Love the Well School” campaign, created yard signs and
bumper stickers and asked school families to get involved.

Jeff: So, the design on the stickers and yard signs said, “We Love The Well
School?”

Akhil: Some did. But, we also made the signs customizable utilizing additional
stickers. The signs and stickers articulated different aspects of our school that
families appreciated. This led to many different bumper sticker and sign
options; “We Love Kindergarten at The Well,” “We Love Spanish at The
Well,” “No Child Left Inside,” “Ask Us Why We Love It,” “95% of Success Is
Attitude,” “Small Classes – Big Difference,” etc., etc.

Jeff: I understand having the different slogan selections for the bumper
stickers, but you also produced larger stickers with different slogans and event



announcements for the yard signs?

Akhil: Yes, in this way we could personalize the signs, which were ordered
with one basic design, as well as alter the signs later. There are local
ordinances that don’t allow for yard signs to stay displayed by the road for
extended periods of time – by having stickers that announced special events
and could be changed we could maximize the longevity of the campaign… and
the amount of impressions.

Jeff: How fast did you start seeing results from the Campaign?

Akhil: Before long, traffic to our website was increasing, and when we asked
families who called for tours how they heard about us, most said “Oh, I saw
your yard sign” or “I saw your bumper sticker.”

Jeff: Why do you think this campaign was so effective?

Akhil: I think the reason this was so effective was the use of a slogan that was
truly from the families. In their yards and on their cars they chose what they
wanted to say or support. It was not an advertisement from The Well, it was a
personal endorsement of The Well. These are very different things. The larger
community was constantly seeing families professing their personal love for
the local Well School – creating a VERY powerful message and starting a lot
of conversations.

Our enrollment at the school nearly doubled, and we expanded our campaign
into more bumper sticker designs emoting the same love for The Well. This
created a ‘community’ or ‘club’ of parents who, by design, would put the
stickers on their front bumper as well as their back bumper, so when they
passed each other on the road they did the ‘Well School Wave’ – feeling
connected. It is amazing how many times a day I pass someone in the area with



a front-placed Well School bumper sticker."

Jeff: These stickers are fairly large (3.75” X 15”) and you had people put
them not only on the back bumper but the front as well? There must have been
some incentive involved?

Akhil: Yes, these are large, red stickers. Obviously, people needed to have a
very strong attachment to our community and the value of our school to be
willing to take part in this.

As far as incentives, I’d rather not talk specifics, but yes. We did offer some
discounts to encourage families to take part. We gave people that extra nudge
to be a bit more obvious and vocal about their relationship with our school – a
relationship and a community they were already very proud to be a part of.
But, perhaps not proud enough to put a giant, red sticker on their front bumper.

We made it worthwhile for them to proclaim their love and affiliation. And, the
results were very worthwhile for us – more than compensating for any small
incentives.

The Take Away:

• Increasing impressions, building identity, encouraging conversations and
referrals, and "endorsements" not advertising – this is the power of a
well-executed promotional sticker campaign and prod-and-profit
distribution.

• Having multiple design/slogan options and offering people a choice,
further solidifies and encourages the personal proclamation for an
organization they are proud to be associated with.



• Though I often promote sticker tips such as “bigger isn’t always better,”
and it might seem unorthodox to place stickers on a front bumper, this
campaign shows that with proper planning there are exceptions to the
rules.

• By utilizing the unorthodox technique of putting stickers on the front
bumper, the connections and relationships with the school and each other
were strengthened. It became easy to identify other community members
as “part of the club” and give them a knowing wave as they passed on the
road. Others were intrigued to perhaps find out what made the club
(school) so special.

• This case study obviously employs Prod and Profit distribution
techniques, but it also is a strong example of Place and Promote. Through
strong design and incentives The Well School found an effective way to
claim prime real estate throughout their community promoting their
message and identity over an extended timeframe.

• When you are dealing with a dedicated group of community members,
employees or fans, with creativity, a strong plan and an added incentive,
very effective, low cost marketing is possible.



Chapter 10

Supporting Sticker Data

“We included a beautiful Euro sticker with our logo in our Fall Appeal
Mailing. Not only did people who hadn’t donated in a while make a

donation, we got a lot of new donors too. In the end we exceeded our goal by
$10,000. I think this was in part due to the free sticker inside.”

– Ann Fuller, WAIT House



Is There Data On Promotional Stickers?

One of the reason that stickers don’t get a lot of love in the marketing world, is
the lack of data. There are no click through rates, no heat maps, no conversion
statistics, no ROI statistics, no indisputable proof that promotional stickers are
working at all. Marketers (especially at larger companies) like stats and
today’s technology offers an endless array of methods for statistically gauging
effectiveness.

If stickers are sold as products there is, of course, sales data. We’ll touch on
this profitable (and trackable) side of sticker promotion in a later chapter, but
the fact is, even if a sticker is sold as a profitable product there is simply no
way after the sale to accurately track impressions or gauge the level of
conversations or “buzz.” But, when production costs have all been covered by
sales any impressions, conversations and identity building is all a bonus.

There are many aspects of marketing that cannot be precisely quantified;
customer service, buzz, community goodwill, trust, etc. The success of a
sticker campaign often needs to be, in great part, measured on basic
observations and your gut.

• Does the sticker build and support your identity and the identity of your
fans and customers?

• Will people pay or perform some action for the stickers? Are they valued?

• Do you see the stickers out and about and/or do people mention seeing
them.

• Do you get positive feedback, increased website traffic, more phone calls,
donations or engagement?



• How do sales after sticker campaign compare to prior? Are there other
variables the changes could be attributed to?

Relevant But Inaccurate Data On Sticker 
Impressions

While it is nearly impossible gathering accurate data on the number of
impressions promotional stickers on vehicles receive, we can look at similar
research from a closely related advertising medium. Visibility data on vehicle
wraps/graphics shed light on smaller promotional sticker visibility.

A study done by 3M and the American Trucking Assoc. revealed that 91% of
people notice words and graphics on trucks and 75% of those people form
impressions of the product or company advertised. Wrapped vehicles
(vehicles entirely covered with promotional graphics) and large mobile
graphics make up to 14 million impressions per year in a metro area. Daily
impressions may be 30,000 to 70,000 per day. Another study by the Traffic
Audit Bureau went a little further estimating 1-4 million impressions monthly
on local routes.

Of course the visibility of a bumper sticker on a car compared to graphics
covering an entire delivery truck are going to be different. But, the costs are
also going to be substantially different as is the potential number of vehicles
able or willing to display the smaller sticker.

Research from SpeedGraphics.net (the source of which I can not confirm)
reveals; "The average vehicle driven 15,000 miles a year will pass in front of
nine million vehicles." That's good news no matter where you drive or the size
of your car graphics or stickers. Of course, even if accurate that number would
be affected by variables such as night driving dirty cars or exactly what



“passing in front of” really means. But still, nine million possible impressions!
Even if it’s a third of that at 3 million impressions, I’d say that’s certainly
worth a spot in a marketing budget and the effort of creating a plan to put the
design and distribution of a promotional sticker into action.

While large magnets, wraps, and vinyl cut graphics are an excellent, highly
visible option for company and fleet vehicles, smaller promotional stickers are
the mini billboards that can be spread and displayed by everyone. The
impressions attained by the loud, attention-grabbing spectacle of a wrapped
vehicle in a metro setting can perhaps be equaled by the versatility and shear
volume of a well designed smaller promo sticker. And, one method screams
paid “advertisement” while the other whispers a freely offered “endorsement.”

So, yes, available data shows it is well worthwhile to capitalize on the place-
and-promote advertising power of large graphics on company owned vehicles,
but the data also points to the extensive exposure and impressions possible
with your own promo stickers.

More Relevant But Inaccurate Data…

Common sense tells us that promotional stickers placed on cars are going to be
seen by many, many people, but how do they increase engagement when
included in mailings or given out to customers? We can look at studies done by
the Promotional Products Association International (PPAI) to get some idea.
Studies show that customers who receive promotional products spend more
than those who receive coupons. And, customers who receive promo products
return sooner and more frequently than those that don’t.

Another study by PPAI regarding direct mail campaigns shows response rates
increase by around 50% when a promotional product is included in a mailing.



The PPAI study probably involved a pen, calendar or other item that could be
immediately put to use by the recipient. Luckily, the direct, statistical proof of
the power of a sticker in a mailing can come from your own observations,
testing and data.

There is no doubt that stickers are used effectively to increase open rates (free
sticker inside!), goodwill, and sales. So, there is a tremendous untapped
opportunity here. As I discussed during the introduction of this book, the power
of stickers is overlooked by many businesses and organizations including, in
my opinion, the PPAI. Though stickers don’t slide easily into the promotional
products category, those that put in the effort can create positive impressions
not only for the recipient but with additional prospects. You are now in on the
secret… there is a guerrilla marketing tool available for a fraction of the price
of other promo products that can ignite your exposure and sales.

Important Data On Word-Of-Mouth Marketing

In the book, The Passion Conversation, which I wholeheartedly recommend, I
ran into a few stats I think are relevant to our conversation about promo
stickers.

• Up to 50% of all purchase decisions originate from word-of-mouth
marketing. (McKinsey & Company Research)

“The reliability of the impact word of mouth marketing has on business is
based upon the irrefutable fact that recommendations from family, friends
and friends of friends have greater influence over our purchase decisions
than any other form of marketing.” – McKinsey & Company

• 90% of word-of-mouth conversations about brands happen offline. (Keller
Fay Group)



“Despite consumer reliance on digital devices and internetprovided
information, the most influential element driving purchase decisions today is
still word of mouth, followed by information from a website.”

- 2011 Experian Digital Marketer Report

What does this information tell us? Relationships and face-to-face
conversations are the most important aspect of marketing. Tools, gifts, and
methods for encouraging and strengthening these interactions are essential for
you to consider, test, plan, and budget for.

Take Action - 
Collect Your Own Feedback And Data

Just because there is limited data available on how much promo stickers
increase engagement, impressions or sales, doesn’t mean you shouldn’t try
collecting your own feedback and data when possible. I know, I just stated that
you should follow your gut on this, but it would be silly to overlook valuable
information that may be available. Even if you are not obtaining completely
clear data, you are listening and interacting with your customers and fans –
strengthening relationships.

It is easier than ever these days to gather helpful feedback on the direction you
should move and whether chosen directions are appropriate and effective. By
using focus groups, crowd sourcing, customer interviews, surveys and polls…
you have a community you can tap for opinions, suggestions and feedback.
Through social media and simple surveys on your website you can obtain
feedback and suggestions that you can use to increase the effectiveness of your
sticker campaigns as well as your marketing in general.

With direct mail there are goals and results that can be measured. A fundraising



letter will have clear results as to the amount of money raised. A mailed
catalogue will result in a certain amount of sales over a certain period of time.
A promotion for increasing memberships, subscriptions, visits, phone calls or
sales can of course have direct measurable results.

So, there is an opportunity for traditional AB style testing and comparisons.
When you create your marketing plan you can establish criteria to determine if
a sticker postcard is more effective than a traditional postcard or letter. Or, is a
mailing more effective with a sticker inside (written on envelope and
physically included)? Does the style, quality, design or call-to-action of
stickers affect results? You can test multiple versions and use different phone
numbers, emails or webpages to measure effectiveness. These are examples of
testing variables you can consider to drive and test current and future
campaigns.

These tests and results, of course, won’t completely take into account or reflect
the goodwill and relationship building aspects of the sticker. Nor will they
reflect the potential advertising, conversations and impressions that will be
generated if any of the stickers move from making an individual impression to
making impressions to the masses in the real world.



Chapter 11

Promotional Products

“Good salespeople know that most purchases are based on emotion rather
than logic. If you have the ability to attract a potential customer’s attention

and capture his or her interest, you can work on creating desire and
prompting action.”

- Mitch Carson



Stickers As A “Promotional Product”

Promotional Products (sometimes called ad specialties… or swag) are gifts,
handouts and incentives with logos or info designed to stay front-of-mind for
consumers. Pens, clothing, frisbees, glass wear, umbrellas, snowboards... you
name it, almost any product can have a logo or advertising message printed on
it. There are over a million different promotional products.

What products are “the best” is open to debate and also depends on the
specific marketer and their target market. Bumper stickers and other types of
stickers are certainly included on the list with thousands of other products. But,
I would argue that outdoor promotional stickers are very different in terms of
their promotional purpose and potential.

Most promotional products are a B to C (business to consumer) reminder of a
brand. Good ones usually have some useful purpose so they are hard to throw
away. Thus they live on in front of the consumer such as pens, coffee mugs,
calendars, etc. with continual reminders of a brand or product. An outdoor
promotional sticker is different. Why? Well, the good ones, instead of being
designed just to stay in front of a specific client or prospect, can be designed to
broadcast to a larger audience.

Let's call promotional stickers a Pass-Along Promotional Product. They are
still definitely a promotional product but they become something more when
applied to a car or other visible locations. Instead of making a strong
impression for one individual they can create impressions with the public,
prospects and other “fans.” When publicly displayed they also become
endorsements of a brand, not advertising for a brand. There is a big difference
– one targets a consumer with a useful product that has obviously been
supplied by the company for advertising purposes – the other broadcasts to the



public at large and is viewed as an endorsement from the displayer.

I am not advocating that one method or promotional product is better than
another. Every company will have different products that best fit their needs,
creatively strengthen relationships with existing customers, or attract new
prospects and encourage word-of-mouth as well. There will also be a gray
area as t-shirts, hats and other wearables also do some “broadcasting” and
may be considered an endorsement. And, some "stickers" may be thrown away
or applied in places that are only seen by the individual.

PPAI (Promotional Products Association International) did a study in 2009
confirming promotional products as a very effective advertising medium.
According to the PPAI survey, a gift basket of food was the promo product
most likely to motivate a particular action; MP3 players, luggage and digital
picture frames were the most likely to be held onto the longest; and, pens have
the greatest advertiser/message recall due to usefulness. Calendars and coffee
mugs were next in line behind pens as far as advertiser recall. So, some might
assume “pens” (followed by calendars and coffee mugs) are “the best
promotional products” for the money. And perhaps they are for some
businesses - based on making a lasting impression on one prospect.

Much of the marketing strength of promotional stickers is in making
impressions on thousands of prospects. If you consider the total cost per
impression, once stickers are applied in visible locations, the potential and
value of a well done promotional sticker campaign becomes clearly evident
compared with other promo products. Stickers are a product that promotes,
more than a promotional product. They are badges, signs, and cultural
statements.

A fridge magnet may be the best promotional product for a pizza delivery
service. A calendar might be best for a travel company. A bank might do well



with coffee mugs, pens or picture frames. But as far as building identity and
encouraging word-of-mouth, being on vehicles driven around for years is going
to maximize exposure. It's not necessarily the "best" fit with the goals of every
company, but it is the best promotional value for many businesses and certainly
should be considered in the marketing mix.

Promotional Products Are Not A Commodity

It may seem obvious that promotional stickers and promotional products in
general are more than commodities. But, more and more printing companies
and distributors are missing the "promotional" part of "promotional products".
The focus seems to be moving away from the art, design and marketing
effectiveness and towards the numbers - costs and quantities.

One meaning of "commodity" according to Webster's is "a mass produced
unspecialized product". Promotional products should be... “promotional”.
That's the point. In my opinion, to be promotionally effective, planning matters,
art matters, design matters, professional opinion matters, quality matters,
distribution matters - it's just not about how cheap and how fast you can get
products or deliver products. A promotional product is not just promoting your
business, it represents you and what you stand for. Promo products also need to
be perceived as a helpful or sincere gift, not an advertisement that is more
beneficial to the giver than the receiver.

Obviously, I believe stickers are much more than a commodity. Unfortunately,
search engines and review sites naturally skew “custom sticker” type searches
towards the economies of a commodity – Price, ease of ordering, do it yourself
technology, B2C instead of B2B, etc. But the fact of the matter is, stickers are a
marketing medium and often professional designers, consultants, and larger
wholesale manufacturing options are warranted.



Sure, in some instances there is a place for quick and cheap. But, if the purpose
is long term promotion - building identity, marketing, and starting
conversations, then of course, design and quality are essential as they represent
who you are. If the product or service you sell is not shabby, cheap, or cheesy,
it's best to make sure your promotional products aren't perceived that way as
well.

What About T-shirts?

Some people may point out that t-shirts (and other wearables), like stickers,
can also broadcast to a wider market and encourage word of mouth marketing.
True. But, I would still maintain that promotional stickers are different. There
is no reason to have a "showdown", as companies should always use a variety
of promotional products that are a good fit for their individual marketing
programs. But, if we were to have a showdown and hypothetically you could
only pick one product, stickers or t-shirts, here are five reasons I think
promotional stickers would come out on top.

#5 Alternative Uses - There are no alternative uses for a promotional sticker
(except perhaps covering a rust spot). T-shirts may be harder to throw
away, but they are also used as dust rags and painting clothes.

#4 Ease of Distribution - Stickers are small and flat. They easily slip into
envelopes, can be included with products and information, hung from
products as tags, or passed out at will. T-shirts... not so much.

#3 Honesty of Endorsement - Let's face it, if you put a sticker on your car,
snowboard, locker… it’s more likely you love and support that product,
company or idea. Because once it is applied it is there 24/7 as a statement
of your interests and identity. If you wear a t-shirt, hey, maybe you just



needed something to wear because everything else was in the laundry or
you like the color. Is that t-shirt about love and dedication, or just a freebie
that's hard to throw away and occasionally gets some usage?

#2 Impressions - Let's remember this marketing showdown is about exposure
and promoting. I think a bumper sticker on a car in a traffic jam is making
many more impressions and potentially starting more conversations than a t-
shirt in a crowd of people. Road signs and the car in front of you are hard to
ignore when you are driving along. It's a "captive audience". People (and
what they wear), on the other hand, are ignored all the time (it's a personal
space, don't-look-them-in-the-eye thing).

#1 Value - The above reasons all contribute to the #1 reason I believe stickers
rule over t-shirts. Promotion is about impressions. And getting more
impressions and conversations started on an equivalent or lower budget is a
slam-dunk.

Whether you are talking about t-shirts, stickers, or any other promotional
product it is important to not only choose the right products for your marketing
goals but to effectively design them for maximum distribution, application (or
wearability or usage), and in the end, impressions that align with your identity
and goals. A t-shirt is not effective if no one is willing to wear it. A
promotional sticker is not effective if it ends up in the trash. Work closely with
your marketing department, designers, or product suppliers to make sure your
money is well spent on products and images that are effective in building
identity, advertising and growing your business.



Chapter 12

Place, Sell, Profit, Promote

“Buying branded merchandise is a statement of identity and a physical
manifestation of loyalty.”

– Barry Barnes



Hybrid Distribution Methods

Perhaps you’ve noted in a few of our case study interviews that distribution
methods are not always clear-cut. Feel Your Boobies might pass out roll labels
(pass and play) at an event for people to wear on their clothing (place and
promote). The Well School devised a program which encouraged the display
of yard signs and bumper stickers (prod and profit) in very specific high
visibility locations (place and promote).

Hopefully it’s become apparent throughout this book there is no
straightforward manual or path to follow when it comes to promoting with
stickers. Creative, hybrid planning, design and constant adjustments are needed
moving forward. As I stated at the beginning of this book; Badgers and real
estate = exposure and influence. In order to optimize that goal, every business
will have it’s own combination of design and distribution techniques.

One very important technique, which ties in directly with a business’s success
in promoting its identity, culture and relationship building is the selling of
stickers. I debated categorizing this as it’s own distribution method. But, I think
it really is a hybrid combination and the successful culmination of all the other
sticker design and distribution techniques. When you have customers and fans
paying for the privilege of advertising and talking about your brand, you have
truly reached marketing heaven.

Using Stickers As Profitable Products

Professional sports teams… resorts… bands… if they are popular, then people
will want to show off their affiliation and many are happy to pay for the
privilege. It’s a status symbol. The brand name becomes a valuable product in
and of itself. Do we really need “Gap” written in giant letters across a



sweatshirt or the Nike swish on a baseball cap? It’s just further advertising for
the company you already supported by paying for the product. If it is a lifestyle
brand and fits in with an individual’s perception of who they are, I guess we
do.

When a product effectively promotes its own brand and generates revenue at
the same time, this is marketing gold. Well known teams, bands and brands may
have no need to give away any free stickers (but they should) if people
willingly seek out and pay for their branded merchandise. A small business
may not have the same clout as a major brand, but if they have cultivated a
community and strong relationships they can certainly create great branded
products that customers will actually pay for.

Does your business already have an inside line on a niche market you can
reach through your web site, special trade shows, or a retail outlet or store? If
so… that’s great. Make a quality sticker for the members of that niche. If you
are not fully tapped into an existing market or have only a vague idea of your
ideal client/customer, you need to do some further research, develop a stronger
plan or close up shop.

There are thousands of people selling millions of sticker designs - some quick
web searches will lead you to products and businesses that may relate to your
niche. How will you fit in or be totally different from these other designs? Will
your designs go head to head with other products and businesses? How are you
better suited to connect with the desired customer/market? Hopefully your
slogans, your logo, your community and your overall story already differentiate
you and from there it is a simple step to create a popular sticker or product
fans will pay for.

In earlier interviews we saw examples of sticker products used as retail
products. Jason Leventhal at J skis sells his “premium” stickers. Leigh Hurst at



Feel Your Boobies sells her popular stickers and car magnets to raise further
funds for her cause. And I have examples of my own from some of my past
business experiments.

Back in the 90's, as a side hobby, I was distributing a CD (and cassette tape) of
Vermont themed music. Because my business also made custom stickers we
created a very basic "Vermont - Keep It Simple" sticker as an add-on that we
included on the display rack with the CD's in retail stores. Well, in the end that
simple, rectangular, one color sticker was more profitable and had a longer run
in stores than the music. Stickers are such an easy, low cost, impulse purchase
that if you can create the right message or graphic and get it in front of the right
people, it will sell.

When you’re creating stickers to sell, it’s important to make sure there is value.
Everything we’ve discussed so far with regard to design and branding needs to
be re-considered to make sure you have a premium, unique, cool, badge that
your customers will buy and showcase.

Creating A Profitable Sticker Product

Here are a couple reminders and suggestions for creating a profitable sticker
product for your company. Many of these have already been discussed earlier
in the book but are worth reviewing in the context of a saleable product.

• A sticker with a price tag on it will have a different budget, quality, design
and distribution method than a promotional hand-out. So, your goals and
planning will be different as well.

• Don't make a sticker for your company, make a sticker for your customer.
Pick a size, design, or slogan that really resonates with your customer –
something they can connect with. Don't worry about your own logo or



brand unless it has it’s own high value (you can put your name in the small
print).

• Do you need ideas for a design? Special contests and feedback from your
customers are easier than ever with social media and crowd sourcing.
Ask your intended customer what sticker design and style they prefer.
Maybe even ask them to do the designing and have your community vote
on the one they like best. This also raises awareness (and possible pre-
sales) before any investment is committed.

• In addition… if you are going to charge money for a sticker, don't skimp
on quality. Make sure the stickers are “special”, will hold up well, and
look and feel like a solid, well-designed product. Like any retail item,
there needs to be perceived value.

A Stand Alone Sticker Business

The flip side of adding a sticker onto the product options of an existing
business, is to create a business around a sticker idea. One of my most popular
blog posts was titled, “How To Start A Sticker Business”. It is amazing how
many people are looking for this type of info. “I’ve got a great idea for a
sticker” is something I hear a lot. People wonder whether they can start a
business based solely on selling various sticker designs. I don’t recommend it,
but it certainly has been done.

This book is about promoting with stickers so I don’t want to dig too far into
the passion and hard work required to start a stand-alone business. But,
perhaps there is a bit more we can learn about effectively marketing with
stickers from businesses based solely on selling stickers.

The brand Salt Life was started by two entrepreneurs who loved everything



about the ocean lifestyle and had "Salt Life" tattooed on their necks. This led to
stickers, then clothing and on to more branded products that are now in over
600 retailers nationwide.

Another sticker entrepreneur, Chris Bucci, who we have worked closely with
over the years at Websticker.com developed a line of stickers capitalizing on
many of the techniques we’ve described in this book. Though he created a
sticker company completely built around the selling of stickers as product,
there are lessons for all businesses looking to utilize stickers as promotional
tools or as additional sources of revenue (as products).



Interview: Chris Bucci, Heart Stickers

Chris Bucci was at a crossroad in his life back in 2003 when one night, staring
blankly at a napkin he thought, “my heart is here… my heart is in Oregon”. He
sketched out the shape of Oregon and drew a heart in the middle – and from
that simple thought and sketch a sticker company was born.

I asked Chris a few questions about his business http://www.heartsticker.com
– after all his entire line of “heart” stickers is based on the premise that people
will want to display a badge (sticker) showing their pride for where they are
from and to whom they are connected. People may pay for these stickers and
display them as part of their own personal expression, but they are still very
much “promoting” a place and a way of life.

Jeff: Tell us about the stickers you sell? How did you get started and how do
you distribute them. Do you “make a living” just off stickers?

Chris: “I love it here!” is the simplest meaning behind all of our Heart in

http://www.heartsticker.com


“State” designs. A heart that is placed in the shape of a state promotes the
positive feelings people have for that place. In Oregon, we have seen one
simple design unite hundreds of thousands of people and help them
demonstrate the love they have for Oregon, their home. At Heart Sticker we
aim to help others show their love for their special places, whether it is home
or a place they love to visit.

I got started when I could not find a job and I decided to print 1500 stickers to
sell person to person on the street in Oregon. These days I sell most of my
stickers through stores - I wholesale my stickers to retail stores all over the
country. Though many people are shocked when I tell them; yes, I fully support
myself, and my child off of sticker sales. It is the only thing I do for a living.

Jeff: Why do you think your sticker designs resonate with people in a way that
they are willing to shell out a few bucks for them? Why wouldn’t an “I Love
Oregon” bumper sticker have worked?

Chris: "I love Oregon" and those types of bumper stickers did exist, along with
100s of other “I-‘heart’-whatever” stickers. And, they didn’t sell well. Our
heart stickers are graphical representations that are simple, well designed and
represent local Oregon culture with a green heart.

Jeff: It sounds like design is very important? Do you test designs in any way to
get feedback on what will resonate?

Chris: Design is HUGE. And, so is the business side if you are selling for
profit. Design, costs, target market, profit margin (for you and the reseller) are
all combined. I test my designs against a bunch of criteria; size, shape, color,
what it's applied to, durability, offensiveness, etc.

I have created and produced hundreds of sticker designs, only a few dozen



have succeeded. I have stacks of old, bad stickers - hundreds of them. But, they
move me toward better and better products. Sometimes success requires
failure. When my initial batch of 5×4″ rectangular, green heart Oregon stickers
arrived, it was time to sell to survive. I sold exactly… zero. People were not
only uninterested, I could not even give them away. Then a friend told me to cut
out the extra white vinyl around the state border. It made all the difference. In
my opinion the greatest value in sticker design comes from having a custom
shape.

Jeff: This is a book about promotional stickers, though you are in the business
to sell product, do you consider your stickers “promotional”.

Chris: All stickers are promotional - or shall we say, carry a message. Some
messages make profitable products and some remain purely promotional, but a
message or idea is being communicated either way. Our Heart in Oregon
design is licensed to several organizations in the state for promotional
purposes.

Jeff: What percentage of the stickers you sell do you think end up being
displayed somewhere? I would think that a purchased sticker would have a
much higher application rate than a freebie or giveaway. But, perhaps because
it has a higher perceived value people don’t want to “use” them or have more
trouble deciding where they should be placed?

Chris: 99% of my stickers are "stuck", though I admit that’s a total guess. But,
if someone is buying something, personally or for a friend, they typically use it.

Jeff: As a company selling stickers, how do you market and promote? Do you
use promotional stickers within your marketing plan or do you donate or
distribute freebies for exposure?



Chris: I give a lot of stickers away - to shops, to people, to non-profits. It's
what has worked for me, but it is weird to give my whole product away in
hopes of selling the same product. But let's talk about what the product is - it is
a sticker, and by nature it is promoting itself. If you see a sticker on a car
everyday as you walk to work, you may see that sticker ten times a week. The
impression might be that people are seeing a sticker hundreds of times, when
really they are seeing the same ones over and over.

Whether it’s a Heart in Oregon, Heart in Vermont, a Heart in Oklahoma or any
other state, these stickers speak to people who have roots in those places. So,
out of the thousands of stickers I have given away, I always, give away two -
"One to have and one to give, because giving is cooler then getting". You
should see the look of relief… or excitement when they can share freely and
stoke-out a friend.

Jeff: You mentioned to me in the past that businesses are “giving away
stickers, that could be sold”. Why is that? And would you recommend having
different versions of stickers so they not only have a freebie gift but a higher
value “product” for the true advocates and fans.

Chris: Stickers are mostly still used for promotional giveaways. I do see
shops that are giving stickers away that could be sold. If a .50 cent promo
sticker can help sell a $500 snowboard, why the heck not give them away?
But, once the customer is in the retail store why give any stickers away? The
solution is simple - “buy anything in our store and we'll give you a sticker”.
Or… just buy a sticker. Ron Jon Surf Shop has it down. I was buying a few
things and they gave me a free sticker. The funny thing was I was buying only
Ron Jon Stickers. So, I asked for a few more so I could stoke-out friends at
home. I’m sure Ron Jon’s won’t mind the extra exposure in Oregon and I still
gladly paid them for some of the stickers.



Jeff: You must need to evolve and stay up on latest public opinions with
design and production methods. What do you recommend as far as working
with designers and manufacturers? There are many options currently online for
“custom stickers”, unfortunately most of the options are not what businesses
creating quality products or effective marketing tools really need.

Chris: Design for me is a two-phase process. I recommend having your in
house or local graphic designer create the initial design. This way you can
capture the spirit of the design. Then have the sales agency or manufacturer
finish or tweak the designs specifically with sticker production in mind. The
printer knows the product and what works, what doesn’t, and how to get the
best promotional power and value out of the medium. Of, course not all
agencies and manufacturers have this extra level of service – most are just
selling a commodity. We’ve worked very well, for a long time with
Websticker.com. I have a great in-house creative designer but when it comes to
the nuances of going to press and getting the most for our money, my finishing
designer, Brian Neilson at Websticker.com is as important… if not more.

Jeff: Why do you think there are no books about promoting/marketing with
stickers, and that in existing marketing books stickers are seldom mentioned?

Chris: Two reasons come to mind. One, political type stickers divide as much
as unite folks, which makes them toxic to half the population. And two, stickers
are just a very underrated medium for delivering messages. When they are fully
tried and tested at similar levels as other advertising mediums it will be a
different story.

Jeff: Do you have any further advice or words of wisdom for companies
trying to increase word-of-mouth and build identity and sales with stickers?
Are there any “secrets” businesses should know?



Chris: Stickers are an art form, not a billboard. Go graphic and avoid text if
possible. "More Mystery and Less History". And, don’t forget to die cut.

The Take Away :

• Whether stickers are given away or sold they are still promotional in
nature and require planning and testing to be effective.

• The best stickers resonate with certain sub-cultures that people are proud
to support and proclaim that they are a part of. They want and will pay for
the “badge”… if the badge fits.

• Stickers that are purchased are much more likely to be displayed and thus
are the ultimate “free” marketing.

• Some retailers may be leaving money on the table due to improper
planning. Don’t offer a “free pile” of stickers when a “qualified stash”
can encourage staff interactions and increased sales.

• Effective sticker design (for promotion or sale) can require a team of
professionals that understand the medium, how to design for the medium
and how to get the best value out of available production methods.

• Stickers have power and can be used to either bring people together or
push people apart. Make sure you are on the side of good… promoting a
community or message that is inclusive not exclusive. Spread Love, Not
War.



Chapter 13

Wrapping It Up – Go Stick It!

“I was always of the mind set that you need to get your consumers not only
as your advocates but also your marketing and advertising department. My

goal was always to leverage my consumer following.”

- Jason Levinthal



What Is Changing In The Sticker World?

There have been many changes in how stickers are being used, who’s using
them, who’s making them, how they’re made, styles being used, etc. It therefore
follows that the optimum ways to utilize this promotional tool are changing as
well.

One of the major changes and developments has been an overall shift in the
consciousness of businesses with regard to promotional stickers. There is no
doubt stickers are still underutilized, but there are also more and more
businesses capitalizing on this marketing medium. Now, there’s even a book
about marketing with stickers. I personally no longer feel a driving need to
justify promotional stickers as part of a marketing mix (although I guess that’s
what this book attempts) but, more often can focus on sparking ideas and
advising on effective sticker creation so clients can truly get the most out of
their marketing dollars.

As we’ve discussed, for a business to take full advantage of this marketing
medium, promotional stickers need to be a size and design that is appropriate
and attractive to a specific market. Here in lies another change we’ve seen
over the last few decades - larger traditional bumper stickers have been
shrinking and/or disappearing. Smaller, more subtle promotional die-cut
stickers are on the rise. They can be stuck on helmets, bikes, skateboards,
windows, water bottles, lockers… anywhere. Exposure has increased as
people willingly spread a name, logo or statement into a much vaster public
arena.

Companies in the know have become increasingly savvy about arming their
customers and supporters with promotional stickers. At Websticker.com we
have seen a steady increase in sticker hang tags, sticker postcards, sticker



business cards, sticker sheets and other creative formats for delivering long
lasting, identity building stickers and decals. Twenty years ago we saw very
little of these creative distribution techniques. Custom stickers are not just for
tourist attractions and political campaigns anymore, as I hope this book has
illustrated.

The Rise Of Digital

Most recent changes and improvements in the sticker realm involve digital
printing. The quality and vividness of outdoor, digitally printed stickers has
made huge strides in the last few years. Technological advances have affected
the quality and options in regard to short runs, variable data work, and full
color (4CP) printing on outdoor quality stickers and decals.

Digital printing has also spurred many more on-line buying options for custom
sticker printing. Unfortunately, “Digital printing” is a fairly ambiguous term
covering everything from paper label sheets run through your inkjet printer, to
the latest industrial, top of the line presses used by a few select factories. So, it
is more important than ever for buyers to communicate with suppliers what
their stickers are being used for and how long they need to last. Getting sticker
samples, comparing prices, factoring in future needs and being well informed
is more important than ever.

I’ve taken a close look at the “latest and greatest” printing methods, and though
they may be the best options on some sticker projects, often the high quality
and thicker ink applications of older tried and true methods, like screen
printing, are still superior. But, some areas of digital printing are catching up
fast. It may not be long before we see affordable desktop sticker printing
options and perhaps digital quality that can compare with the older methods.
This is why I highly encourage working with sales and production partners that



really know their stuff and have many production methods, design capabilities
and a high level of customer service at their disposal.

Remember, you are buying a marketing tool and a potentially profitable
product, not a commodity that should be designed and printed by the lowest
bidder.

Adhesives Damage Cars!

Though many stickers have utilized a “removable” adhesive since the 1960’s,
persistent myths about bumper stickers damaging cars continue today. Bumper
stickers have come a long way since the 1940’s when people had paper
promotions literally glued to their bumpers. Today's adhesive choices for
stickers range from industrial strength to static and everything in between.
Most traditional bumper stickers today, are in fact, printed on vinyl with “ultra
removable” adhesive.

Many sticker companies still battle misconceptions about sticker adhesives. A
large number of custom car magnets and static decals are sold as an
alternative, even though they have higher costs and are displayed for shorter
periods of time than a vinyl sticker with adhesive. The reason is that many
customers and end users are still worried about the risk to vehicle paint jobs.
This is seen mostly with the older generation. Perhaps those messy stickers of
the 40’s and 50’s are still having a psychological impact.

Removable adhesives on stickers have been an option for almost 50 years. But
still, people are willing to pay more, in some cases double, for the peace of
mind that the material will definitely come off a car without damage. Adding to
the misconception of damaging adhesives, are cheap paper stickers that can be
difficult to remove and leave glue residue. The lesson here (again); know



exactly what you are buying, don’t go super “cheap,” test samples if needed,
and get a guarantee.

Where Should You Buy Promotional Stickers?

There are many types of stickers from paper roll labels to bumper stickers to
vinyl cut decals. Quite frankly, there is no one factory or manufacturer that is
the best value and quality on all the different types of stickers and decals.
There are hundreds of different print methods, materials, and inks.

Should you buy direct or use a distributor or specialized agency? While the
Internet has opened up hundreds of options for sticker printing, it has not
necessarily added choice, variety or helped businesses get the best product for
their needs. One of the prime advantages we’ve had at Websticker.com is
having the flexibility to focus on design and marketing, while leaving the
manufacturing expertise to several of our key partners.

Some Things To Watch Out For When Buying Stickers

First off, is the printing company providing you the best printing option for
your particular needs... or is the company telling you their option is "the best"
because it is their sole production method? What is their printing method?
Stickers can be screen printed, offset printed, flexographically printed,
digitally printed (which has many sub categories) and more. Add to those print
selections the many variables on materials, inks and laminations and you can
begin to see the vast variations possible in final quality.

On many websites the sticker printing method is unclear or purposely avoided.
One website I visited claimed that their seven color screen printed stickers
were the same price as a one spot color sticker – This simply isn’t possible

http://www.Websticker.com


with screen printing or at the rates quoted. They also claimed that they
answered all e-mails instantly, but over a year later, no reply to my questions
about their printing methods.

Also, be wary of claims about adding “free” UV resistant lamination to
stickers to “outlast competitors” and “help the longevity of products”. What
these companies don’t tell you is that without the added laminate the stickers
would not hold up outdoors at all. With a properly screen printed sticker and
certain digital and offset printing methods there is no need for extra lamination
to make the sticker durable for long term outdoor use.

When sticker shopping you should also take a look at company guarantees.
Most of the websites I reviewed did not have a written guarantee. What are
these companies going to do if your custom product arrives late for an
important event, or they aren’t sticking properly, or they are fading after a few
months on a car or product? It’s best to have a clear written guarantee and
trusting relationship in case any problems emerge.

It is also difficult to trust photos of sticker products – they can’t really tell you
anything about the actual quality. It’s also not easy to confirm whether a
company actually produced the stickers or grabbed photos online or were
Photoshopped. I’ve seen pictures of stickers we’ve produced at
Websticker.com on other custom sticker web sites. Better to get actual samples
of stickers for review. And, if you are going to look at pictures, check out the
people that work at the company. Most business people, I would think, prefer
to know more about the people selling and producing the product - what is
their experience and are they going to take care of their specific needs.

Of course, there are many great companies out there printing quality custom
stickers. My recommendation, don’t believe everything you read (and see), ask
questions, check out and test samples, compare different companies, review



guarantees, check out third party on-line reviews and/or get recommendations.
When you find a company that does a great job, build a relationship and “stick”
with them.

Final Sticker Thoughts:

For businesses or organizations looking to promote themselves with custom
promotional stickers the mission is clear. It's not enough to just hand out
stickers, you need to have a plan and a product, brand or message that
resonates with people and their lives. Stickers are just one of many
promotional tools tied with relationship building, which is at the center of any
effective marketing campaign. As for word-of-mouth, the work of building
strong relationships and creating fans and advocates needs to take root before
anyone will help spread the positive word about you.

Give people the means to spread and encourage the telling of your story. Be
active in social media. Make sure your site and ideas can be bookmarked and
spread. Make fun, informative videos. Write articles and press releases. But,
don't forget inexpensive, high exposure off-line marketing as well, including
distributing a well-designed promotional sticker.

Encourage people to spread the word… the uniqueness… the logo/slogan of
your organization. Don’t just put together a Facebook page or have free
stickers available at your shop and leave it at that – Offer incentives, have
contests, make it worth their while to be part of the conversation and one of the
'people in the know'. Yes, your greatness (or story) should suffice in having
people want to associate with you and recommend you to their friends and the
world, but most people need a bit more incentive and the proper tools.

My Challenge To You



We’ve covered some ground in this book and I imagine some marketing ideas
have been discussed that you have not spent too much time pondering.
Hopefully, it’s become evident that almost any business or organization can use
stickers in some way to connect existing customers, attract new customers and
encourage conversations that build your community. Promotional stickers are
intricately wrapped up with word-of mouth marketing, advertising,
promotional products, and the telling of your story.

Marketing is changing and it is essential that you are unique, extraordinary, and
you build strategic yet personal relationships. There is no one-size-fits-all
marketing program, nor a one-size-fits-all sticker design or distribution
program. Thus, planning and creativity are also essential. You are
extraordinary! Keep reading, listening, learning, discussing and creatively
adapting your message and marketing to grow and prosper.

I honestly cannot think of a business or organization that could not benefit from
the use of promotional stickers in some way. Can you? Are you having trouble
generating sticker ideas for your own business? Are you already using stickers
in a unique, profitable way? Share your stories, questions and comments at the
Stick This Book Facebook Group or find more information and share
comments at my Sticker Business Blog at https://www.websticker.com/blog.

Thank you so much for reading. Now go take your business and STICK IT!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/682542601843568/
https://www.websticker.com/blog


Recommended Reading

Here are some books that influenced me during the writing of this book. Sadly,
promo stickers are scarcely mentioned in any of them… but hopefully that will
now begin to change:

The Passion Conversation – Understanding, Sparking, and Sustaining Word of
Mouth Marketing, by Phillips, Cordell, Church and Moore

Each book (and blog post) by Seth Godin (I know that’s broad but I’ve
appreciated and been influenced by all of Seth’s books)

Everything I Know About Business I learned From The Grateful Dead – The
Ten Most Innovative Lessons From A Long, Strange Trip, by Barry Barnes

Enchantment – The Art of Changing Hearts, Minds, and Actions, by Guy
Kawasaki

Made To Stick – Why Some Ideas Survive and Others Die, by Chip & Dan
Heath (No, it’s not about stickers)

Word of Mouth Marketing – How Smart Companies Get People Talking, by
Andy Sernovitz

Stickers – from Punk Rock to Contemporary Art (Stuck Up Piece of Crap), by
BD Burkeman (ok… this one definitely mentions stickers and showcases over
4000 of them)

The Silent Salesmen – Guaranteed Strategies for Increasing Sales and Profits
Using Promotional Products, by Mitch Carson

Guerrilla Marketing – Easy and Inexpensive Strategies for Making Big Profits

http://www.brainsonfire.com/books/thepassionconversation.html
http://sethgodin.com/sg/books.asp
http://www.amazon.com/Everything-About-Business-Learned-Grateful/dp/B00C01E
http://www.guykawasaki.com/enchantment/
http://www.amazon.com/Made-Stick-Ideas-Survive-Others/dp/1400064287
http://wordofmouthbook.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Stickers-Stuck-Up-Piece-Crap-Contemporary/dp/0789320819
http://www.amazon.com/The-Silent-Salesmen-Guaranteed-Promotional/dp/0470270357
http://www.amazon.com/Guerilla-Marketing-Inexpensive-Strategies-Business/dp/0618785914


From Your Small Business, by Jay Conrad Levinson

Word-of-Mouth Advertising Online & Off – How to Spark Buzz, Excitement &
Free Publicity for Your Business or Organization With Little or No Money, by
Lynn Thorne

http://www.amazon.com/Word-Mouth-Advertising-Online-Off/dp/1601380119
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